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Demo
Against
Army

Court
Allows•
MCC ID

By Rick Paquette
BOSTON - Loca1 groups are planning a birthday present for the army.
· On Saturday, June 14, 1975 groups will
converge on Ft. Devens in Ayer, Mass.
to demonstrate and present five demands to the army.
The date will mark the 200th
anniversary of the U.S. Army at Ft.
Devens and an open house celebration
will be held at the base including
exhibitions of weapons and a presentation outlining the "Opportunities
available in the New Action Army.''
Craig Russell, female impersonator (see story, p. 10).
The Legal In-Service Project of
Boston (LISP) will host the counter
event across the road from the main
gate at Ft. Devens. The rally planned
from noon to 3 p.m. will include
exhibits and literature from anti-war,
By Jeff Pulling
amnesty, gay rights and other comnesius, a deacon of MCC/Boston, was
munity groups.
selected to head up the District's
HARTFORD, Conn. - The NorthThe demands which will be presenteast District of Metropolitan CommuWomen's Commission and to coordined will include medical aid to Indoate a survey of the status of women and
nity Churches met in Hartford May 30china, a restraint on recruiting in
feminist issues in all the MCC congreJune 1 with more than 100 persons in
schoGls, unconditional amnesty with a
attendance from twelve MCC congregations in the Northeast. She will also
single type of discharge for all, support
gations in the Northeast (Washington,
represent the Women's Commission at
for GI unity in the fight against the
D.C., Baltimore, Philadelphia, PittsMCC's General Conference this sumUniform Code of Military ·Injustice
burgh, New York City, Brooklyn
mer in Dallas, Texas. The Black
and support for the Ft. Deven Five;
Heights, Hispana in New .York, AlCaucus spoke of the need for Black
five women who are being threatened
bany, Hartford, Providence, WorcesLiturgies in local churches and more
with discharge for· disclosing their
ter and Boston). The culmination of
exposure to the particular needs and
homosexuality to. the Army (GCN,
the weekend was the chartering of the
experiences of Black Gays.
Vol. 2, No. 49).
Metropolitan Community Church of
The Conference also decided to set
The Massachusetts Coalition for
up three training weekends a year for
Hartford. MCC Hartford is the 43rd
Amnesty and the Daughters of Bilitis ' chartered church in the Universal Fellocal church leaders to assist in the
in Boston are two co-sponsors of the
development of educational programs
lowship of Metropolitan Community
demonstrations.
at the local level.
Churches, whicp. is now composed of
Organizers of the demonstration met
A liturgical commission was estabover 80 congregations in seven counat the LISP office on Thursday; June
lished, co-chaired by the Rev. Joseph
tries.
5. A bus will leave for Ft. Devens from
Gilbert of MCC/Providence and the
The Rev. Nancy Wilson of MCC/
the LISP office at 355 Boylston St. at 9
Rev. Don Borbe of MCC/PhiladelWorcester was elected the new District
a.m., June 14, and return at 3 p.m. A
Co-ordinator for the Northeast Distphia, to examine all the various back$2.00 donation for the bus is requested
rict, and the Rev. Howard Gaass of
grounds of worship experience and
and reservations should be made by
MCC/Baltimore is the new Assistant
interpreration of sacraments that are
calling LISP at (617) 262-1431.
District Co-ordinator. Barbara Albepresent in this ecumenical body, and to
provide- some guidelines for local
churches. The concept of team ministry (spouses serving together as co~
pastors or a male-female ministerial
team) was approved as a viable option
· and,recommended for inclusion in the
By-laws of the Universal Fellowship.
By-law proposals were also .recommended for more lay participation in
the Board of Elders which administrates the Universal Fellowship, and
for facilitating the entrance of ministers of other denominations into MCC._
Travel arrangements wer,.~ made for
group flights to Dallas for the General
Conference of the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Com111unity
Churches, July 28-Aug. 3, where the
featured speakers will be Rep. Elaine
Noble and Dr. Norman Pittinger.
'

District Conference

P✓risons
LOS ANGELES, Calif. - After two
years, a three-judge Federal Court has
announced a unanimous judgment that
would allow the Metropolitan Community Church to minister to prisoners
in California state prisons.
The suit was initiated on Valentines
Day in 1973 as Lipp, et al., vs. Procunier. The state Director of Correc;tions
at that time, Raymond K. Procunier,
had issued an order prohibiting the denomination, the Universal Fellowship
of Metropolitan Community Churches,
from holding worship services in any
California prison.
In the decision handed down May 20
in the United States District Court of
Northern California meeting in San
Francisco, the three-judge court ruled
explicitly that MCC is a bond fide
church and meets every test for a true
religion.
Secondly the court ruled explicitly
that_denial of MCC religious services
to prisoners who request them is a
serious infringement of their constitutional rights guaranteed by the First
Amendment.
The court decreed that the State of
California must show compelling state
interest that MCC worship services
would constitute a clear and present
danger to the good order and discipline
of the prison. An evidenciary hearing
will be held to determine if the state
can prove that MCC Communion
services are harmful in this way.
Judges Oliver J. Carter, Joseph
Smead and William East handed down
the unanimous decision. It is not
known whether the Attorney General
will appeal. If so, the case will go
directly1 to the Supreme Court of the
United States. MCC officials were jubilant on
hearing of the victory. They feel this
decision establishes the framework for
similar court victories elsewhere.
ACLU lawyers in Illinois, for example,
will use this decision in their suit
against a prohibition of MCC services
in the state prison at Menard. The Rev.
Troy Perry, Moderator of the Board of
Elders of the denomination, sees other
far ranging effect from this court
ruling. "And," he said, "of course we
are jubilant that a federal court has
ruled what we know has been true in
the eyes of God all along: MCC is a

bona fide Christian Church."

news notes
T.V. STATION .FEATURES GAY

MACON, Ga. - NBC affiliate station, WCWV-TV, has extended to Dr.
Louie Crew, founder of a national Gay
Episcopal group, the invitation to
appear on a regular basis .on their
weekly program, "With Middle Georgia Ministers." The prograbt is a
public forum in which various ministers answer questions sent in bY
listeners about problems which they
are fiaving.
Dr. Crew is a layperson, and a
professor at a state Black college in the·
rural area. He first appeared on the
program on 25 May as a result of his
request for equal time to reply to the
homophobic and anti-Gay comments
which other regulars had been making
on the program. The station program
director, Anri Johnson, was pleased
enough to ask Dr. Crew to be listed on
their regular roster of persons to
appear. Dr.. Crew and his spouse
Ernest Clay are an integrated couple
and the co-founders of Integrity, Inc.,
the National Organization of Gay
Episcopalians and Our Friends.

SOCIAL WORKER PLEADS

BOSTON Arthur Conte, - a
former social worker with . the Brockton office of the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare, pleaded
innocent last week in West Roxbury
District Court · to five · counts of
unnatural and lascivious acts with a
child under 16, three counts of statutory rape, four counts of assault with
intent to rape, and four counts of
assault and battery on a child under 14.
He was held in lieu of $2500 bail by
Judge Paul Murphy and the case was
continued to June 26.
Conte, who worked in the Brockton
welfare office from December of 1973
until May 6 of this year, was named by
several boys who had been under his
supervision in .the Welfare Dept. Mary
· M. Hirsch, director of public relations
for the department, told GCN that the
Boston police became involved in the
investigation when they discovered a
known runaway . in .Weymouth recently.
Hirsch emphatically de~ied that
there was any connection between this
investigation and the investigation
concerning the affairs · of the late
Richard Bevley, although she said that
they would both be studied by the
Department's newly named task force
on child placement. "There is no purge
of gays in the Welfare Department,"
she said.
Hirsch also expressed concern that
the charges against Conte may have
been exaggerated or distorted, because, ·she said, "those kids can be very
vicious.?'
SOLICITATION BILL STUDIED

BOSTON - Massachusetts Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis last week ordered
his Legislative Secretary, Alan Johnson, to make a thorough check into
House bill 3535, Boston Police Commissioner Robert J. diGrazia's bill to
establish a criminal penalty for "soliciting or attempting to solicit another
person to engage in an unlawful sexual
act." Dukakis was acting in response
to editorials appearing in GCN on
March 8 and May 31, as well as
pressure from representatives of Gay
Legislation '75.
Dukakfs told GCN that the editorials
brought up "some' very legitimate
questions about the bill," which passed
th~ House of Representatives recently
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on · a voice vote without debate and
appears headed for the same treatment
in the Senate in about three weeks.
Letters in opposition to H.3535
should be sent as soon as possible to
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, State House,
Boston, Mass. 02133. The governor
has indicated that he is concerned with
the implications of this legislation, and
would. appreciate community input
concerning it.
PHONE-IN ZAP·
NEW YORK - The Gay League.
for Responsible Broadcasting (G.L.R.

B.) is organi~ing a phone-in zap of
Tele-Bid 13, a phone-in auction. The
zap is being planned to protest such
programs as Monty Python's Flying
Circus, and for gay people to communicate that they will no longer tolerate
being offended or defamed.
The Channel 13 auction starts on
Friday, June 6, 1975, and will last l}ntil
Saturday, June 14, 1975, from 1:00 pm
to 1:00 am. Watch Channel 1f for the
phone numbers you should call. The
zap offers gays a chance to express
vocal opposition· to WNET/13's programming content. Another purpose
of this zap is to make Channel 13 live
up to its fund-raising claims H(that
WNET/13 serves) ... as an alternative to commercial TV programming ...
WNET !J3 exists to please you .. .''
This zap can be particularly effective,
since the Ford Foundation will match
dollar-for-dollar any funds that
WNET/13 raises by this auction.
Other minority groups indicated that
they will have phone-in zaps during
Tele-Bid 13. Therefore, it is important
that gay people call up constantly so
that when the Channel 13 management
meets these demands, gays won't be
left out of the plans for new programming.
If you wish to participate in future
phone-in zaps, please send your name,
address, and phone number to
G.LR.B., 370 Lexington Ave., ·suite
416, N.Y., 10017.
.
HEARINGS CONTINUE
NEW HAVEN, Conn.

The
contempt hearing of Ellen Grusse and
Terry Turgeon, who were subpoenaed
to appear before the Grand Jury in
connection with the investigation of
Susan Saxe and Kathy Power, was
postponed again by the Grand Jury.
The Grand Jury ordered the case to
· be continued to June 3 last month to
investigate charges by the defense that
the government had used illegal wiretapping to investigate the activities of
·the women's movement ·and lesbian
feminists in Connecticut. On Thurscay, May 29, the government reported
that they had not completed a check on
the 60 names that had allegedly been
subject to wiretap and tried to convince
the judge to modify the original order
so that not all the names would have to
be checked. The judge refused;
Groups in New Haven and elsewhere
in Connecticut are trying to rally
support for the women to convince the
judge to use his discretionary power
not to send the women back to jail for
the life of the .Grand Jury, which is 16
months. The National Council of
·churches has condemfled the efforts of
the Grand Jury to jail the ·women ..
'' Any group which supports these
women," said Cookie Polan, who is
working on the case, "is urged to write _
their support now. We must stop the
kind of harassment which has prevented these women from leading their
own lives for the . last five months.
Please write to Grand Jury Defense
Fund, Box 2011, Main Post Office
· New Haven, Conn. 06508."
'

NAME CHANGE ANNOUNCED

Th~ former Student Homophile
League at the University of Massacnusetts in Amherst wishes to inform the .
gay community that as of May 15, 1975
the organization's name has officially ·
been changed to the People's Gay
Alliance. Essentially, this change
stemmed from the desire to 'have the
·name reflect an increasing awareness
of our identity with women, Third
World, and other oppressed people as
.well as a desire to more actively expand
their services to the gay community.
Also, tlie original name was · a misnomer, since there are many non-student members, and 'homophile' was a
very static and dated term. Therefore,
People's Gay Alliance has been selected to better indicate our involvement in
political and social issues and our
commitment to the entire gay community.
The People's Gay Alliance and the
Gay Women's Caucus at U/Mass,
Amherst will continue to operate
throughout the summer.

GAY VD PAMPHLET

BOCA RATON, Fla. - Students at
Florida Atlantic University - a generally conservative campus of 6,500
. students - have ordered 2,000 VD
pamphlets specifically addressed to the
· gay population~ The new GAU chapter
on campus asked for and received the
money for the pamphlets from the
student government.
Mark Silber, GAU representative,
said that' the VD Hterature for heterosexuals is not complete enough for
homosexuals. He also said that several
gay students were indignant over the
treatment that they received by at the
campus health service.
The pamphlets will be printed by the
Gay Community Services Center. The
expenditure breezed through the Student Senate with an 8-0 vote, 2
abstentions.
Dr. Kenneth Michels, vice president
for academic affairs, said he wants to
see a sample copy; then he'll get an
opinion from an . attorney · to see
whether it makes sense for the students
to spend money on it.

ROOMMATE ENTERPRISES FIRE

BOSTON - A fire of suspicious
origin destroyed files and important
documents at the offices of Roommate
ERterprises in Kenmore Square. Sometime after 10:30 pm on Thursday, May
22, the Boston Fire Dept. responded to
a call to extinguish a blaze in the
second floor offices. The locked doors
were bowed and blistered, windows
blown out, furnishings and papers
burned, the 4 room suite was gutted.
· Roommate Enterprises has been in
existence ·since May 1974. It offers
roommate-finding/ apartment-finding
services to gay men and women in the
Boston: area. Applications and person-

al interview records had been secretly
kept, but are now destroyed. Linda
Williams, of Roommate Enterprises,
told GCN that she is most concerned
about their clients. Without records,
the service will be unable to keep
promises. Linda would like persons
who have utilized the services, to
re-contact the business at its same
phone number.

MARCH IN WORCESTER

WORCESTER - Sunday, June 22,
at 12 noon, for the first time in its
history, gays will march in the streets
of Worc~ster. The parade will begin in
front of city hall on Main Street and
proceed down Main · Street to Clark
University. Following the parade will
be a picnic at Clark University.
Worcester has a large closeted gay
population that needs to be shown the
strength and -pride of the gay movement. For too long Worcester has
?ismissed _the gay issue as being not
Important or not existing. No longer
will the gays in Worcester be "proud"
in Boston and closeted in Worcester.
We are not afraid anymore .
The support of the New England
Gay communities is needed desparately .. If you are in Boston for their , Gay
Pnde parade, go to Worcester the next
day. March · two days in a row.
Y'f orcester is near Boston and will help
If you have problem with transportation or housing. Worcester cannot be
zapped alone.
~or information on Worcester'_s Gay
Pn~~ . parade and other gay pride
actlVltles call 756-0730, 754-7817 or
892-9113.

FEAR GROWS.IN ARG_ENTINA

In the wake_ of the growth of
right-wing power in Argentina since
the death of Juan Peron, Argentina's
gay community has become increasingly fearful of a campaign of persecution. These fears came to a head
recently when the magazine El Caudillo published an article called ''Put an
End to Homosexuals." The magazine,
an organ of the Ministry of Social
Welfare, denounced homosexuality as
a "Marxist plot" and called for the
internment of gay people in work
camps. The magazine called for the
formation of street brigades to "go out
and comb the streets and hunt down
these characters who dress like women,
speak like women and think like
women.'' Gay women were accused of
killing policemen and soldiers "on
more than one occasion.'' '' An end
must be put to homosexuals,'.! El
Caudillo concluded, ''Put them in jail
or kill them."
The gay community clearly believes
that the El Caudillo article is a
government-inspired "trial balloon"
to use gay people as scapegoats in view
of Argentina's deteriorating economic
situation and growing political terrorism. In a recent statement, a group of
Argentine gays called for "repudiation
of this fascistic threat." Calling for a.n
immediate mobilization of Argentine
homosexuals, the statement warned,
''The brutality of fascism leaves the
Argentine homosexual with only one
alternative: to resist by defending our
lives.''

'"News Commentary:
Another Round for Intro 554
By Barrett L. Brick
Chairperson of the N. Y.C.
Commiltee for Gay Civil Rights
Once again, the New York City
Council has before it a gay civil rights
ordinance. Known as Intro 554, the bill
would add the words ''sexual orientation," defined as "choice · of sexual
partner according to gender,'' to the
city's already existing anti-diss;rimination code. Gays, as others covered by
· the code, would, be protected in the
areas of housing, employment and
.
.
public accommodations. .
One would think that m a city with
as liberal a reputation as New York,
such a bill would be passed easily.
However in the three years following
the first 'introduction of such a bill
(Intro 475, in 1971), it was defeated
four times in committee . . Last year,
Intro 2 was passed by the Council's
General Welfare Committee, only to
fail on the Council floor by a vote of
22-19-2 the first time in Council
history that a bill approved by committee was rejected. This year, the sailing
for Intro 554 will be equally rough.
Part of the problem is the fact that
New York is New York. It is the
nation's largest city. It has, despite
some tarnishing in recent years, a very
liberal reput'ation. It is known to have
a large gay community. It is, in short, a
. _strategic political battleground, and
the opposition is well-organized. If the
opposition (primarily conservative r~ligious spokespeople) can hold the lme
in New York, as it has done now for
nearly four and a half years, it is felt
that other cities will not pass their own
ordinances so quickly - a domino
theory of admittedly questionable validity, but one that carries weight. If
New York City does not pass a gay
rights bill, there is reduced pressure for
the entire state legislature in Albany to
do the same. The strategic importance
of New York is' well ·recognized by the
opposition, whose efforts have yet to
cease.
Another factor is the problem of
r:ommunity support of the bill. Part of
this is due to the "vicious circles" of

...

present social considerations. Gays are
looked down on by large segments of
society. Society portrays gays stereotypically. Non-stereotypical portrayals
of gays are seen rarely, if ever, in terms
of the entire spectrum of media portrayal and visibility; it is the stereotypes that are capitalized on. Gays are
characterized by the opposition in
terms that border on, if not actually
constituting, slander and libel. Gays
who can "pass" feel uncomfortable
about coming out for the movement,
as no specific legal protections exist.
Therefore, many voices are , lost,
obvious stereotypes are proportionately more visible, and the circle is
reinforced. This is not, by the way, a
disparagement of obvious stereotypes.
Rather, it is an indictment of the ·
straight world's view of them.
Another problem of community
support is the question of unity of
purpose. Too often, issues extraneous
to that of gay liberation are brought to
the fore, causing unnecessary discord
and turning too many people off to
politics. As a gay male committed to
the cause of gay civil rights, which is
part of the spectrum of human
liberation, I will not tolerate sexism
from an_y qua.rter - female or male~ I
do not believe that dress ·codes ar_e a
gay issue. These beliefs happen to be
part of the philosophy of the Commit-·
tee for Gay Civil Rights, the organiza. tion · coordinating the campaign for
passage of Intro 554. They were not
come by lightly. The Committee is not
i'nsensitive to the problems these issues
point to. The Committee does feel,
though, that Intro 554 is not a football
over which extraneous political issues
are to be fought.
A third major problem, one which
the Committee for Gay Civil Rights
(CGCR) has been counteracting, is the
problem of lack of political expertise in
past efforts to pass a gay rights bill.
For four years, the gay rights campaign
in New York had been run with a
severe case of Manhattan Myopia. In
other words, it appeared that "liberal,
know-it-all Manhattan" was dictating

By Tony Caporaletti, Jr.
ANN LANDERS EXTRAVAGANZA
Ms. Landers recently advised "Scarred Forever," a young woman who
found "dirty" pictures among her
dead father's belongings, saying that,
"His ability to lead two completely different lives is a symptom of a severe
personality ,d isorder.'' Her father was
bisexual.
A man responded to Ms. Landers'
advice "I am a bisexual who has a
terrifi~ marriage. But every month or
so I like the 'companionship' of another guy. I've been carrying on like
this for 9 out of 11 year·s of our
marriage . . . You owe me a retraction. I'll accept the label 'rat' but I
~ resent being told I'm not normal."
She responded with, "I wouldn't call
you a rat. I'd just say ·you are the

MORE LANDERS
"I am one of the tens of thousands of oisexuals in this country._ For
the most part, we move freely,
contributing much to a society that
would condemn us if they saw the flip
side. Most people see me as a husband,
father and businessman. I'm damned
good at all three. My business demands
that I travel. At least once a week _my
homosexual lover meets me." Ann
reiterated her stand that "a married
man who meets his homosexual lover
every week is not a normal male, in my
book."
+
+
+
HE LIKES A GIRDLE
"I'm a normal, healthy male. I don't
wear pantyhose but I wear a panty
girdle. I intend to keep on wearing one.
My doctor recommended it for a back

to the "backward outer boroughs."
Advice from political supporters in
Queens and Brooklyn was ignored.
The bill was brought to a vote in tht:
middle of a heated election campaign.
Additionally, lobbying efforts wen:
concentrated within the liberal bloc of
support, ignoring and alienating potential votes that ·might not normally be
thought to form a bloc of support for
the bill. This approach has been
modified by CGCR. While continuing
to make sure that the bill's supporters
remain supporters, for the past half
year an intensive political lobbying and
street visibility campaign has been
conducted citywide, concentrating in
allegedly conservative areas too often
ignored by the movement. The results
are encouraging, especially in terms of
constituent support, and the politicians
are feeling the pressure.
As the situation stands now, Intro
554 is still before the General Welfare
Committee, whose chairperson, Aileen
Ryan, opposes the bill. However,
CGCR has been able to ascertain that,
barring a·ny changes, there are enough
votes on the Committee to vote the bill
out favorably to the Council floor.
What happens there, ,probably in late
summer, is still unknown. One of the
bill's opponents died, but his interim
replacement must stand for election
this fall. The two councilpeople who
abstained on Intro 2 have not yet committed their votes. One or two negative
votes are not 100% committed against
the bill. The CGCR lobbying efforts
will continue, and will grow in intensity. However, so will the efforts of the
bill's opponents. What is urgently
needed is for the gay community, most
particularly in New York, to join the
battle directly. Political lobbyists campaigning for gay rights legislation
cannot operate in a vactiuQ1. Communnity· support is needed. Find out who
your elected officials are, and let them
know your vie~vs. The voices of bigotry
and ignorance cannot again be permit·
ted to deny us our rights.
If we don't stand up for ourselves ,
no one else will.

"PERVERTS" GIVEN FREE REIN
The Manchester Union Leader recently withdrew its suggestion that
Gov. Edmund G. Brown, Jr., of
California might be a running-mate for .
George Wallace. Gov. Brown recently
signed into law a bill legalizing private
consensual sex in private for adults.
"Since this is a very vicious bill
which gives the homosexuals and other
perverts a free rein, this newspaper
regrets its previous suggestion.
"Anyone who would sign a bill
eliminating the criminal penalties for
adultery, not to mention certain sexual
perversions. better not mentioned in a
family newspaper, is NOT the man
whose leadership this country needs at
this time!" (Manchester Union Leader)·

[Did You See? welcomesyourc/ippi ngs
from the straight media. If something
enrages, informs, or sends you into the
heights of intellectual orgasm, send it
to us cl Box 1952, GCN, 22 Bromfielq St., Boston 02108)
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problem and it has done a world of
good.
"It's high time men enjoyed the
right to purchase any kind of undergarments, for any reason without being
labeled gay ... I'm straight as a string
and I'll fight anybody who tries to ta_ke
away my panty girdle.-Firm, Solid
and Pain Free.'' (Ann Landers, Globe,
May 23, 1975)
unfortunate victim of a severe personality disorder." (Ann Landers, May
24, 1975, Boston Globe)
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By Neil Miller
With the trees in bloom and the
weather warm, conferences of all
shades and colors are sprouting across
the land.
THE GREAT SOUTHEAST LESBIAN CONFERENCE took place on
May 26 in Atlanta. The conference
featured workshops, films, sports, and
the Red Dyke Theatre. in Richmond,
Virginia gay women got together for
the LESBIAN FEMINIST CONFERENCE which included workshops on
FBI Harassment of Lesbians, Music,
Women's Economy, and Coming Out.
Meanwhile in New Jersey, gay men and
women gathered for the RUTGERS
HOMOPHILE LEAGUE CONFERENCE which, Tn addition to many
workshops, headlined a magician, a
fashion show, and a female impersonator. The conference took place April
18.
Upcoming conferences focusing on
gay and women's issues include:
PEOPLE ORGANIZED FOR PEOPLE will hold a national Gay conference in Chicago on July 4 weekend.
Called the "most 'ambitious project
ever before taken by the Chicago Gay
Commu~ity'', the conference, called
Project 75, will discuss "Where we are
heading as a Movement." One of the
chief aims of the gathering will be to
lay the groundwork for "forming a
coalition of candidates to run and elect
delegates to the national Democratic
and Republican conventions in 1976."
Interested gays should contact"People" at Box 3365, Merchandise Mart,
Chicago.
INTEGRITY, an organization of
Gay Episcopalians, will hold its first
national convention in 'Chicago the
weekend of August 8-10. Anyone
wishing to attend car1 write Integrity,
Chicago, Box 2516.
The SOCIALIST FEMINIST CONFERENCE will take place at Antioch
College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, on the
weekend of July 4. The conference
planners expect 300 to 600 women at
the gathering whose purpose is to.
"discuss how women integrate socialism and feminism to challenge institutions and effect radical social change."
The Boston Socialist/Feminist Women's Organization is among the
convention sponsors. Interested women should cont'act them or the
Socialist Feminist Grnup, 1309 N.
Main Street, Dayton, Ohio.
THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S MUSIC FESTIVAL is happening on the
Champaign-Urbana campus of the .
University of Illinois on the weekend
of June 10-15. Interested women can
write Box 2721, Station A, Champaign, Illinois or call 217-333-6443.

Otherway '75, the fundraising campaign of Otherfund, inc., has a goal of
raising $40,000, which will be used to
help support gay organizations and
projects in the Boston area.
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Diligence, thy name is Doyle.
A little hard work, we were told by
our mothers, never hurt anyone.
Question: When is working hard not
good?
Answer: When the worker is John F.
Doyle, Deputy Superintendent of the
Boston Police Department, head of the
Intelligence Division.
Doyle's hard work is not good ·
because an inordinate amount of his
energies, as overseer of the BPD's Vice
Squad, are directed at regulating the
private bedroom behavior of ·consent- ·
ing adults .
We were appalled last year when Mr.
Doyle defended the FIO system as a
way of keeping track of "the criminal
activity" which homosexuals purportedly attract. We were further appalled
on March 14 of this year when he ·told
members of the. Massachusetts Legisla- ·
ture's Judiciary Committee that passage ·of H.2944 (the annual sodomylaw repeal bill filed by Rep. Barney
Frank) would "weaken the moral
climate of the community when it is
already very poor." But the article in
the June 1 Boston Sunday Globe about
how Doyle's lower-echelon police detectives are answering classified advertisements in the Boston Phoenix was
the final straw.
"Some of our best leads," Doyle
told the Globe, come from the classified section. Ostensibly, Doyle has
found new ways of apprehending
persons suspected of engaging in
"unlawful sexual conduct." And although he claims prostitution is his
main interest, persons with more than
a passing knowledge of the police department know that he considers any
sexual act between members of the
same sex equally illegal.
And while All of Doyle's Men were
busily engaged answering the ads,
writing replies, assuming false addresses, spending money fo r postage and
telephones, it would be interesting to
fi nd out how many crimes went uninvestigated, and how many criminals
went free. The rapist, the burglar, and
the m-ugger can all have their freedom,
with Doyle's consent, so long as
homosexuals and prostitutes are effectively detained.
There is something very disturbing,
indeed , perhaps even disturbed, about
an ·individual who finds the subject of
private sex a more serious threat to
public safety and more a cause for
police action than the high rate of
murder and car theft in the city of
Boston.
If a person, male or female, chooses
to seek sexual partners through the
vehicle of a newspaper advertisement,
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Letters to the Editor should be 100
words or less. We still retain the right
to edit all letters,
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it appears to us that such an ad is both
visible and discreet enough to eliminate.
any public safety factor. Newspaper
ads do not block the sidewalks or keep
res(dents awake at night. The only
people inyolved in the relationship are
the advertiser and the person answering the ad; all of Doyle's objections to
"unlawful sexual conduct" can thus be
easily dispelled.
State Sen. Robert A . Hall (R-Lunenberg), who is probably one of the best
friends that the Massachusetts gay
community has in the legislature, may
have hit the nail on the head in a letter
he wrote to Rep. William A. "Dykes,
Queers and Fags" Connell : " . .. those
who are most uptight and fearful of ·
homosexuals are usually fighting such
latent tendencies in themselves." The
parallel may be as accurate with
Doyle' s name as it was with Connell's.
John Doyle, after 28 years on the
police fo rce, some of it in the District
Attorney's Office, has established a
reputation for being one of the most
competent members of the force. The
problem, though, is that he tries too
hard · to accomplish an undesirable
goal .
We have had it with hard-nosed,
badge-toting bullies whose political
clout and competence at voyeurism has
provided them with tenure on the
police force to the benefit of no one
but themselves. It's time for the Boston ·
police to improve the quality of their
work, and consider sending this veteran officer to Los Angeles to join
Chief Edward Davis; or better yet,
Jack Webb in "Dragnet." This kind of
hard worker we just don't need .

Dear GCN:
I read the first couple of articles by Allan
Stewart. Some points were well taken, but by and
large I found his negative and simplistic
approach to life was more than I cared to subject
myself to.
His latest blast on Provincetown was welltimed and I decided to kill two birds with one
stone. First off P-Town has very fond memories .
for me. It is where I "came out," the first time
that is! We go off-season now so as to avoid the
influx of tourists with their sticky-fingered brats
who leave the National Seashore on cloudy days
and come to Provincetown for something to do.
In my 22 years of going fo P-Town I never
encountered the reaction that Allan seems to
have encountered and never do I remember a
move to ban gay people, Where is this idealistic
place he alludes to where gay people can go and
rest in peace and quiet? We've tried Fire Island
which is by far the most sexist and exploitive
place we've ever been to . The difference there is
that it is gays ripping off gays but then business is
business and if that is your living, then you've
got only two good_ months to do it in.
I spent my summers growing up in Ogunquit,
Maine - another so-called haven for gays.
Allan, were you there the year they burned the
reeds and patrolled the dunes with club-carrying
jocks? Maine is still dear to me, it is where we
spent our leisure time . Tourism is the main
industry but {It 5 p .m. on Labor Day you can
almost feel the sigh of relief the natives heave
when the tourists pack up to go home. My point
is that wherever you go in the world, outsiders
are not exactly welcomed wit h open arms.
My second point is t his, P-Town has tradi-_
tio nally been a place where gay people could go
and be them selves. A place to forget about job
and the cares of the world. It bothers me greatly
that in this fucked-up world there can't be one
place where we can go without someone trying to
shove her or his politics do wn o ur throats. G ay
people need a few days a yea r to fo rget the
hassles. They need to cruise a nd have fun . When
we go on vacation it is to carry a towel, certai nl y
not a gay activists banner. Let's leave ga y
liberation , clearing ho uses , etc., in the very
capable hand s they a re in namel y, GCN ,
National Gay Task Force and all the other fine
gay organizations too numerous to mention .
Yours for continued fun in the sun,
Sheri
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weeks now and send a friend
a free 10 weeks subscription.
Just put the name and
address of the person you
want th · 10
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Edt~ieGr~~ding through a book entitled Bar
Politics, I was startled to read that the author has
had past connections with the F .B.l. These
connections were established by the author and
her lawyer to protect the author in her fight with
a local bar owner. It is also interesting to note
that this same author was in part responsible for
dividing the people of Provincetown before the
past N.E .G.C. and has been the subject of many
a conversation because of the strong political
overtones at the N.E.G .C . fiasco of which she
was an organizer. Perhaps the thing that disturbs
me the most is that she and some others want to
start a New England Gay Clearing House in
Provincetown. What better way to get names,
addresses, and to find out what gay groups are
doing in New England. As most of your readers
must know by now, the F.B.I. has been
· questioning our gay brothers and sisters in New
England regarding people they know and what ·
the various groups are doing. l think it would be
most unwise to give any information to this
group establishing the Clearing House since their
1
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Dear Friends,
I was interested in Jon Taylor's review of
Terror In The Prisons, especially since the
headline said he found the book homophobic. I
wanted to see whether, or how much he agreed
with me that it was. I certainly never expected to
find my own name in th·e rev.iew or my
.conclusions about the book so outrageously
·
misrepresented.
It "pains" Taylor to report that I like the book
and said so in so many words in The Advocate.
Then he goes on to say t_hat at first he concluded
that I "might not have the same intimacy with
th·e· thi°ngs that W'.!iss and Friar (the authors)
say" that he has. "Since then I read some very
interesting things in the Spring '75 Gay Sunshine
about the new Advocate which suggest a less
innocent motiveY
More about that later. First, for the book:
Terror In The Prisons is hardly the definitive
work on the subject of se:X (read: rape) in prisons
but it's just about all there is in the non-fiction
field that pulls it all together. It relies heavily on
transcripts of public hearings about the topic. It
also relies heavily on first person interviews and not just in Philadelphia, but in Arkansas,
Virginia, New Jersey and elsewhere. If he had
gone back to read my review, Taylor would have
found that I agreed with him about the
homophobia in the book (which is not stated by
the authors, by the way, but by prison officials
and others). "Terror In The Prisons", I said,
"perhaps not so much the book itself, but the
absolute fact of it, slanders gay people.
Penologists and legislators without exception are
quoted as calling homosexuality a perversion,
There is no attempt to realistically define and
delineate sex inside/ outside for gay prisoners."
I also said;"This book is only marginally about
our gay sisters and brothers in prison. Unfortunately, for us they are, like all other men and
women in prisons, given the evidence so
copiously supplied here, only marginal persons
to us as well."
As for the myth Taylor "exposes" that most
outsiders think street TVs and queens run the
prison underground - he missed the quotes I
put around "homosexual" prisoners and punks
when I talked about the system of prisoner on
prisoner exploitation that keeps prisons together.
Most of them are rapists, pure and simple, and as
Terror In The Prisons shows in its interviews
with them, they are mostly what we would call
Waight - on the outside. If any of the cons
running the laundrys and work details and
passing out favors in prisons are gay (and some
are) it only points out the efficiency and
inescapability of the system of rape and
dehumanization there. As I said, the book has
little or nothing to do . with homosexuality, in
spite of its subtitle - "homosexual rape in our
prisons ... " "It has everything to do with
institutionalized violence and racism. In a like
way it has to do with institutionalized sexism." I
also said people should read this book. I still
think they should.

Initially I thought that Taylor had just
innocently appropriated views that he agreed
with from my review and had forgotten I said
what I said. But not so. He had something else to
sell.
I 'w written for a lot of publications, not just
The Adl'Ocate. The new Advocare, unlike the
old, has never edited me for my political views. It
seems to be shaping up to be a reformist liberal
publication, which is a category somewhat to the
right of my own politics but nevertheless one that
admits them.
Taylor picked up on Gay Sunshine's McCarthyite tactics and used them to slander me in turn.
Not content to let Advocate publisher Goodstein
hang himself with his pwn abysmal past opinions
on the movement, Sunshine pulled one of the
most bizarre guilt-by-association trips I've ever
seen: Goodstein is rumored to have at some time
in the past been associated with the infamous
· California Rand Corporation and we all know
about Rand and the C. l. .A. - ergo Goodstein is
C.I.A.
It's aniusing and instructive to turn back to Gay
Sunshine #19 and see what they had to say about
the old Advocate and then speculate on what the
hell they mean about a "swing to the right" this
time around.
GCN has a reputation for not indulging in this
kind of shit. I hope you keep it up. We don't
need it. Open up any straight paper in the
country and you'll see why.
In solidarity,'
George Whitmore

•
promises
•
promises
Editor, GCN:
Has anyone else noticed the complete lack of
l'ivil rights for gays since Sargent has left office?The Democrats promised us and promised us and
promised us but what have we gotten from our
Democratil' Governor, our Democratic Senate,
our Democralil' House, our Demonatic U.S.
Senate, our Democratic U.S. House of Representatives? The · fal'ts are - the Democrats
promise a lot, issue fine position papers but just
where is ' the legislation the Democrats have •
enacted to come close to their position papers
and commitments to the gay comnrnnity. Now,
finally, gay people may realize they cannot
identify themselves with one political party.
Actions speak louder than words.
Wha,t executive order has Dukakis issued?
None, but the Governor of Pennsylvania ,d id.
What leadership have the Democrats given to
successful legislation during this session of the
legislature? 1 know of no bills that have been
signed into law on gay issues.
What has Tip O'Neill done for gays? What has
Senator Kennedy done for the gays? In fact,
what have the Democrats done for gays on the
local, state or national level? Nothing. It is
clearly time 10 consider alternatives to the •
Democratic Party and its promises, promises,
promises . . . Republicans may not promise as
much but they could hardly deliver less since the
Democrats have given us absolutely nothing.
Name'Withheld

hell nowe ~on't go

Tuba -

final
solution
GCN:
If Allan Stewart's column and all letters in
response to it were omitted, paper would be
saved and blood pressure would be lowered.
John Campbell

GCN:
Your article of May 31, concerning the purge
in the military of gay women, illustrates the selfdestructive tendency of oppressed groups to join
their oppressors in order to overcome their
feelings of powerlessness and gain a superficial
feeling of power and liberation. The United
States military represents white male heterosexual power in this country in its most extreme
state. It is an instrument of a society which
systematically oppresses racial minorities, women, working class and poor people, and gay
people. For gays and especially gay women to
seek a niche in the army's hierarchy is ironi<; and
paradoxical. It reminds me of blacks I have
known who believe they have bucked racism by
joining the white middle class (on a superficial,
image-adopting level) or of the large number of
· gay men who have adopted the macho values and
images of their straight male oppressors.
The women seem upset that the army lied
about its being go9d to them if they would be ·
truthful. I would think that America's recent
adventure in Southeast Asia, and the whole aura
of lies surrounding it, would have served as a

9•1.Vdl!--141-'ElV#t~~

Notice
Elaine Noble will not speak at
Springfield's Gay Pride celebration on
June 14 as was reported in GCN, Vol.
2, No. 49. She has had to cancel due to
other commitments.

GCN BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION

warning about the army's respect . for "the
truth."
The army's questioning of these gay women,
using them as informants on other gays, is . in
keeping with the recent FBI and grand jury investigations of gays in cities like New Haven and
Lexington. It emphasises our need for a stand of
noncooperation and active resistance to America's facist-imperialists.
Love,
Larry

libido
arre·s ted!
Dear GCN:
Though this is a bit late, congratulations on
your feature on Project Lambda. I am very
grateful that there is now a place that can provide
services for gay women and men under that
magical, sacred age of 18.
I am 15, more or less living at home, and gay. I
have worked extensively in the.rgay, women's,
and men's movements since the summer of 1973,
soon after I was released from a psycho ward in a
county hospital where I received "treatment" for
my ''undesirable sexual orientation." Needless
to say, it didn't "work," because t had had the
good fortune to read up on aversion therapy in
"Society and the Healthy Homosexual," and
therefore was able to fight it. Too bad for the
good doctors - my sexuality remained a "manifestation of an arrestation in a stage in the
development of the libido"!!! Soon after I got
out of that hellhole, a very dear Lesbian friend of
mine gave me "Lesbian/Woman" by Phyllis.
Lyon and Del Martin to read, and throughout
I
that summer I read the book three times chewed it up, digested it, and took it all in. Since
then, I have been "political" - I help run a
sex-roles discussion-type class at the local high
school·. I ran a couple of workshops at the Gay
Rite of Spring '75 here at UMass, and I was in
the gay contingent in the March Against Racism
earlier this month.
I would have given anything, when I was about
11 or 12, to have something like Project Lambda
to turn to - I was ·desperately lonely, had quite a
heavy drinking problem, and was having extreme
difficulties with my family. About the only
positive thing that happened during this period
was my relationship with my first lover. When he
was killed, I was devastated. I was a prostitute
for a while, and then my drinking problem got
thoroughly out of hand, and I was hospitalized.
After that experience, I realized that not even the
"helping" profession can help you - only YOU
can help you. But·, as I know all too well, in order
to get your shit together you need a supportive
atmosphere in which you can go through the
processes of self-realization and self-actualization. And I know now that Project Lambda
could have helped me, had it been there at the
time.
Abo, GCN, thanks for your paper. As you've
probably heard umpteen times before, I'd
subscribe to it i r I could afford it. I especially get
a kick out of Janet Cooper - she's one real gone
gal. Keep it up, you Dyke (with a capital D)! ! ! !
Love, peace, and Gay Power,
Brian Przevalaski
- Amherst, Mass.

June 22, 1975
Charles Playhouse Cabaret
74 Warenton St., Boston

Donation $2.50

2:Q')pm

Need of the Week
·GCN needs a cassette tape recorder
for interviews. Also, a $25 donation
,to be used for membership in
, 'N.J:.P.A. Anyone who can help
please write GCN or call (617)
426-4469.
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MCC Rhode Island Fights to Keep Going
Metropolitan Community Church of
Greater Providence held a meeting
Sunday, June 8, to decide the direction
that congregation will go in the coming
year. Members and friends responded
to a stated call at 37 Clemence St., the
present location of MCC Providence.
Drastic changes in programming due to
lack of resources are being considered.
Now over two years old, MCC in
Providence has recently begun a process of looking at its role in the
community, its goals in fulfilling that
role, and setting priorities in .meeting
the goals. Two factors have had to be
dealt with. The first, that too small a
group is attempting to meet too many
community needs. The second, that in
trying to meet those needs too little
effort has been made to creatively
manage conflicts within the group. A
four-week process, urider the direct.ion
of the Stewardship Committee, culminated in a congregational meeting
on the Feast of Pentecost, May 18, to
give approval to a statement of
perceived programs and financial
needs. The group set the newest
meeting where pledges of time, talent
and treasure would be received . . .
evaluated . . . and translated lnto a
statement of possible budget and
program.
,
The congregation has been described
by a visitor as the last faint glimmer of
a gay presence in Rhode Island. The
congregation realizes the need in the
community is real and, in effect,
declared that it would define its work

"The Life and Times of Jesus Christ."
Metropolitan Community Church is
explicitly . a Christian Church. Its
members turn to their religious beliefs
to find the strength to keep alive a gay
and Christian presence in the community. One of the activities of the church
is a weekly "Bible study." The present
series is on "The Life and Times of
Jesus Christ."

in terms of com'mitment rather than
wishful thinking. Concerned gay
Christians and non-Christians alike are
invited and urged to involve themselves in the social ·action program of
the Church. Gay Christians and nongay Christians alike are invited to
involve themselves in the religious life
of the congregation.
Metropolitan Community Church of
Greater Providence is ·a Chartered
Church of The Universal Fellowship of
Metropolitan Community Churches.
That Fellowship began in October 1968
when Rev. Troy D. Perry held a first
service for gay people in his home. The
work now· extends into about 85 cities
and such diverse countries as England,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
France, Belgium, Denmark and Nigeria. And now Hispana MCC, a
group of Spanish speaking gay people
in New York, have begun to contact
brothers and sisters in Latin American
countries.
Groups coming together in the name
of MCC gather as Study Groups and
Page 6 • GCN, June 14, 1975

when they have the active participation
of about 25 people and have shown a
history of being able to work together,
may ask for Mission status. After a
further period of working together,
enlarging and certifying that they are
financially able to do the work of a
church, they may be chartered.
Metropolitan Community Church of
Greater Providence was started in the
spring . of 1973 by Arthur Cazeault,
then an Exhorter of the Boston Congregation. He is a member of an ·old
French-American family from Rhode
Island so ·his return to that area of
necessity meant informing family and
family friends of his public ministry.
· One of the very early services of the
church was an Easter Sunrise. service
on the rocks of Narragansett. By the
fall of I 973 the church was deemed
ready for chartering and Mr. Cazeault,
a former Roman Catholic Brother, was
tell the people in "the pews" in Rhode
licensed to the ministry of the UniverThe I_>riesthood of all people has great
Island Baptist Churches that they must
sal Fellowship of Metropolitan Commeaning in the life of an MCC Congrebegin to deal with the subject and their
munity Churches. The congregation
gation. Pat Appleby, Ken Vary and
feelings. As part of that process the
.has variously shared (rented) facilities
Harry Payne prepare the altar for
Task Force set up a series of regional
with a Unitarian and Methodist
Sunday evening service at Metropolitan
meetings in Rhode Island where Baptist
church, attempted to resurrect and
Church, Providence. Each of these
renovate an old derelict church build- , Christians and Gay . Christians could
people, Deacons of the church, preside
ing, occupied a rather plush, expensive ' meet to share views and ask and answer
over the Communion from time to
questions. Three of those have taken
office suite and is presently in about
time, under the authority given by the
place so far and a fourth is due on June
1600 square feet of what, until
pastor and the by-laws of the Universal
15.
recently, was a billiard parlor.
Fellowship of MCC. Ms. Appleby
In the meantime the Rhode Island
Rev. Cazeault resigned in the fall of
serves as Assistant in the congregation.
State Council of Churches has estab1974 and is presently on the staff of
lished a Task Force to find enabling
Metropolitan Community Church of
The congregation has ,,.recently orways for other congregations and
Atlanta and will begin working on a
ganized
a "Cabaret Theatre" group
denominations to come to grips with
Master's Degree this fall _in that city.
lip-sync techniques, have
which,
using
the issue and on Friday, June 13., two
. The present Pastor, Rev. Jos. H.
presented entertainments which have
gay women and lwo gay men and
attempted to make some lib~rationist
about the same number of heterosexstatements
about male/female identiuals from main-line denominations will
fications in .our society. A recent pergather to design techniques for diaformance · by the group at "The
,,.
\
logue.
Gallery"
·served to raise a significant
The pi;esent schedule of the church is
of
money
for the work of the
sum
fairly full and goes like this: .
church.
Monday: Alcoholics Together (not a
In the near 'future an entertainer
church project, but one -to which
named
Erna Stasia will present a
support is lent) meets at 37 Clemence
benefit
at
Marti's Lounge in Central
St., 8:30 p.m.
Falls. The one-person sho,w will preTuesday: Pot Luck Supper, 7:00
sent interpretations of the work of
p.m.; Community Prayer, 8:00 p.m.;
Tina
Turner, Gladys Knight, Diana
ciass, "The Life and Times of Jesus
Ross
and
others.
Christ," 9:00 , p.m., all meet at 63
These and other sorts of efforts are
Chapin Ave.being solicited as this congregation
Wednesday: Women's Rap, 7:00
comes
to grips with what form it will
p.m., 63 Chapin Ave. Open Rap, 140
take
in
the community. They are decidChapin Ave., ·7:00 p.m.
ing whether to maintain public visible
Gilbert, was elected unanimously in
Thursday:. Midweek Service, confacilities. They are deciding whether
October 1974 and arrived in Providucted by the Deacons of the Church
they
can continue the responsibilities to
dence Oct. 26 of that year. Under. his
on a rotation basis, 8:00 p.m. Liturgia
paid
minister. They are deciding
pastorate the congregation has moved
cal Co)llmittee, interested persons of
whether or not they can do it without
from the very expensive suite at 75
the church and community, gather to
increased community support.
Empire St. to 37 Clemence St., a street
plan the main worship service of the
often known as "Pie Alley." The
church, 9:00 p.m. All at 37 Clemence
facility is used for church, meetings,
-..
St.
Drop-In Center, Coffee House (known
Friday: Drop-In Center, from 8:00
officially, but not generally as The
p.m. to midnight, 37 Clemence St.
Maranatha Coffee House), Clinic and
After Hours Coffee House, 2:00 a.m.
counseling office.
until.-, 37 Clemence St.
Over a year ago Metropolitan ComSaturday: Drop-In Center, from
munity Church of Greater Providence
8:00 p.m. to midnight, 37 Clemence St.
was granted "affiliate status" in the
After Hours Coffee House, 2:00 a.m.
Rhode Island State Council of Churchuntil -, 37 Clemence St.
es. This proved to be sgmewhat of a
Sunday: Worship Service, 7:00 p.m.,
dilemma to certain Baptists and Epis37 Clemence· St. Fellowship Hour and
copalians. Both groups in that state
Drop-In Center after Service. After
formed task forces to deal with their
Hours Coffee House, 37 Clemence St.,
own attitudes about sexuality, especialI :00 a.m. until-.
ly homosexuality. The Episcopal Task
The church attempts two or three
Force has been diverted from its
social events each month, usually on a
original task a_nd have put gay people
weekend evening, to provide some sort
on the back burner (no pun intended)
of alternative to the bar scene for those
as they begin to look at their attitudes
for whom that scene is not prodw;tive
about the possible priesthopd of
and fulfilling.
women. The American Baptist ConA VD screening serv_ice is in a state
vention in Rhode Island, however, has
of suspe~sion while the clinic facilities
fielded a task force which in one year
are being built. A group of women
has come to agreement that "homosexhave asked to use those clinic facilities
uals are persons for whom Christ died
for a women's clinic one night a week.
and therefore are ... the objects of His
[sic] love and have access to His [sic]
Coffee House. Members and friends of the church volunteer to serve on the st.a~f
grace." However, the group is still
of the Coffee House Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings after the bars close. As
divided about homosexual acts as
in the case of many gay projects there ~re all too few volunte~rs and t~e bur_n out
opposed to homosexual people. As a
rate is a serious problem as a few people attempt to keep a needed ser-v1ce gomg at
result, however, the group felt free to
37 Clemence St., Providence.
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By TIMOTHY
To quote Stewart: "If the gay
community is indeed racist, the fault
lies not in the gay community but with
the ethnic/racial minorities who fail_to
participate actively in the gay movement. Certainly they are welcome, not
for racial or ethnic origin, but because
gay liberation needs all the support it
can get, from everyone."
Now who is kidding who? Do you
really expect us to believe that the
racism, which is prevalent in white

My Third World Brothers and
Sisters; I think it is time we did some
reality tripping as to the implications
of our interaction with this white-oriented gay society, which many of us
find ourselves in.
But before I get into why Third
World People have difficulty dealing
with white society, gay or straight, let
me deal with some of the issues raised
in Allan Stewart's column, "Racis·m is
a Gay Issue.''
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of surviving in your country that is
attempting to do everything that it can
to see to it that we do not succeed. You
only need to look at your own city of
Boston to understand what I am
talking about.
Last, let me again quote from the
Stewart column: "It would be unfair to
say some minority rights groups are
homophobic, but it's certainly harder
for a Black person, for instance, to
'come out' into the Black community
as a gay person than it is for a white
person ." Aside from the fact that this
comment implies that you, as a white
person, have some understanding of
what it is like to be gay in the Black
community, which obviously you
don't; your contention that Third
World peoples tend to be more
homophobic than whites is totally
absurd.
Obviously, ·you have never stpdied
the History or culture of Third World
peoples. If you had, you would_have
found that gay people played a very
important role in our respective tradi.tional societies. Native American Shamans were in many cases gay, and were
the keepers of the visions and spirits as
well as the secrets of healing. The same
holds true · for traditional African
societies.
But so much for history, let's look at
what's happening now. If homophobia
exists in the Third World community,
and I am not denying that it does, it is a
result of our blind ,belief and acceptance of your values. Homophobia did
not exist in our traditional societies,
it's something that we learned from
you. But it really is not a critical
problem in our community, because as
!said earlier, our attention is focused
on survival.
But I d·o _agree with you on one
point; I really can't see myself standing
up in an NAACP meeting and protesting the lack of responsiveness of the
Black community towards gay people.
The NAACP has more relevant things
to deal with.
And finally, let me say that I think
Third World peoples have contributed
a great deal to the cause of gay
liberation. If we had not • made
attempts to secur~ our rights, and· in
the process, developed tactics, would
you be, going after your rights now? If
we had not spearheaded a wave of
consciousness in this country which
grew from a determination to end
discrimination and racism to a determination to stop the slaughter in
Indochina to an attempt to secure
equality for women as well as other
minorities , do you think people would
. be receptive now to the idea that maybe
· (Continued on page 12)
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society - and you are a part of that
society - has been perpetrated by
those groups that have been victimized
by it? I suggest you go back and read
your hi story, or better yet, read our
history; it s been proven to be more
accurate.
Our "failure" to participate in
" your" movement can quite easily be
explained on a number of different
levels.
First of all, let me point out that
historically, Third World peoples have
been systematically excluded from
participation in the affairs of this white
racist nation ever since we were
b~ought to this "new world" of yours
over four hundred years and many
lives ago. You have only recenlty
begun to allow a few tokens into the
power structure, and the rest, you have
either tolerated or overtly oppressed.
And even that little success was paid
for with the blood of my Black
Brothers and Sisters in the streets of
Selma, of Little Rock, of Birmingham;
and let's not forget Chicago and
Boston. Also, let us not forget hdw you
have treated our Native American
Brothers and Sisters. You used every
trick, including extermination, to get
their land, and now you are trying to
destroy their culture the way you
destroyed our native African Culture
when you brought us here. And you
still don't know what to do about the
Hispanics, except force them to learn
English. Yet, you expect us to participate with you, to win something for
you. Please excuse us if we react a little
cautiously. It is hard to believe in your
sincerity, let alone trust it. .
Secomf)y, and this may come as a
surprise to you, but our own battles are
more important t:han the gay rights
issue. Our battle is being fought for
our survival in your oppressive and
racist society. You see, you have the
luxury of hiding the fact that you are
gay. You can hide the f ~t that you are
gay and go anywhere you want to go in
your society and be whoever you want
to be and no one would ever have to
know the difference. And the fact is,
many of you have done just that. There
is, after all, some reality. behind the
term .''invisible minority''.
Third World people, however, are
not invisible. You can see them quite
clearly. And it really is amazing how
directly you can aeal with something,
or someone; when you can see them
clearly. And Allan, what you can deal
with directly, you can quite easily
oppress. And that, my friend, 'is
reality.
So don 't expect us to jump, in
numbers, to your cause. Third" World
peoples need to be about the business
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BART CRANE

poet

By Tom Myles
It is early morning, New York, 1923.
,,,, The sun is not yet up, but it is not dark.
It 1s that time when most people are not
from The Bridge
awake, but when a big city begins to
by Hart Crane
stir. A man and his lover are asleep.
Outside
in the harbor a tugboat breaks
Insistently through sleep-a tide of voicesthe
silence
and peace of their dreams.
They meet you list~ning midway in your dream,
The
world
outside
is cold, strange and
The long, tired sounds, fog-insulated noises:
foggy.
The
lovers,
still not quite
Gongs in white surplices, beshrouded wails,
awake,
draw
into
themselves,
each
Far strum of fog horns ... signals dispersed in veils.
needing the Qther for protection. They
at_ last _speak their love for each other.
And then a truck will lumber past the wharves
,That is the basic setting for "Harbor
As winch engines begin throbbing on some deck;
Dawn" from Hart Crane's book of
Or a drunken stevedore's howl and thud below
poetry, The Bridge'. Crane, who always
(,¼>mes echoing alley-upward through dim sn~w.
wrote about himself, is discussing his
love for Emil Opffer, a sailor whom he
And if theJ' take your sleep away sometimes
met while wandering along the docks in
They give it back again. Soft sleeves of sound
New York. It is a happy period in
Attend the darkling harbor, the pillowed bay;
Crane's short life. His love affair had
Somewhere out there in blankness steam
given him courage in himself, and he
Fi.ad just published his first major
Spills into steam, and wanders, washed away
· poem? "For the Marriage of Faustus
- Flurried by keen fifings, eddied
and Helen." He had made-New York
Among distant chiming buoys - adrift. The sky,
his permanent residence, and he had
Cool feathery fold, suspends, distills
made_a number of friends in literary
This wavering slumber ... Slowlycircles, most notably including Eugene
Immemorially the window, the half-covered chair
O'Neill and Allen Tate. He had not yet
Ask nothing but this' sheath of pallid air.
begun to drink heavily, and it was one
of the few periods in his life when he
And you beside me, blessed now while sirens
was not beset by financial worries. For
Sing to us, stealthily weave us into dayonce, everything was going right.
Serenely now, before day claims our eyes
Emil was a sailor, and in between his
Your cool arms murmurously about me lay.
ten day journeys the two were inseparable. They met for dinners, and, when
While myriad snowy hands are clustering at the panesthey had the money, concerts. When
they didn't, they would go to the wings
your hands within my hands are deeds;
of the Met and listen if Lauritz Melmy tongue upon your throat _;_ singing
choir, a friend of Emil's, was singing.
arms close; eyes wide, undoubt/ul ·
When Emil's father died, Crane took
dark
the man's room. This ordinary event
drink the dawnhad miraculous consequences. The
a forest shudders in your hair!
room had a fantastic, ·expansive view
. of the Brooklyn Bridge. Crane did not
The window goe'S blond slowly. f'rostily clears.
know it, but the room had once been
From Cyclopean towers across Manhattan waters
occuped by Washington Augustus
- Two - three bright window-eyes aglitter, disk
Roehling, designer of the bridge, who
The Sun, released - aloft with cold gulls hither.
supervised its construction from this
room at 110 Columbia Heights.
The fog leans one last moment on the sill.
Crane was fascinated with the
Under the mistletoe of dreams, a starBrooklyn Bridge. As an achievement in
As though to join us at some distant hillmodern technology, the bridge repreTurns in the waking west and goes to sleep.
sented almost unlimited human potential for creativity. The bridge, as a
joiner, represents the perfection of an
idea, a reconciliation of opposites. It is
· a symbql for the poet to use in order
to reach down inside himself and to
describe the infinite. The bridge represented a harmony Crane yearned for
but never achieved in his turbulent", unhappy life. Crane's fascination with .
· the Brooklyn· Bridge was the motivation behind his last book of poems
entitled The Bridge.
Born July 21, 1899 in Garretsville,
Ohio (on the same day and in nearly
the same place as Hemingway), he
grew up in and around Cleveland with
its middle-class banality. His father, C.
A. Crane, was a businessman, and he
tried his best to make his son a businessman as well. And Harold Hart
Crane (his full name) tried, as store
clerk, candy salesperson, shipping
clerk, advertising assistant, statistical
clerk, copywriter and file clerk for a
brokerage house. None of these lasted
very long. Poetry was always his first
love.
Crane's parents are important to
mention because of the negative 'influence they had on him. Their marriage
was very stormy, violent and turbulent.
When they divorced in 1916, 17-yearold
Hart dropped out of school. The
'
·-·
41't-.""
Hart Crane on the roof of his apartment building in New York circa 1924. The
emotional turmoil continued after the
B_rooklyn Bridge is behind him. Picture is taken from the new comprehensive
marriage. Hart was always in the
biography Voyager by John Unterecker.
middle. Grace Crane held tightly to her

ext1
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The earliest survavmg photograph
taken from Voyager.

son's emotions. Every emotional crisis
of hers was to become a crisis for her
son. As a result, Crane never learned to
understand or deal with his own
emotions. He never grew up, in short.
He-1Vas never able as an adult to deal
with lo_ve or pain. Someone always had
to sort out every crisis for him. And
when no one was there, liquor became
the crutch he leaned on more and more
until his death.
Cra.{e never _learned ~ as adults
learn - to organize his time or his
money. Most of his friends said after
his death that...he had wasted most of
his time. He lived on loans from
anybody who would lend him money.
He always paid back, but he was never
out of debt for very long. He was
frequently forced to turn to his parents
for money.
,
Crane published all the while. In
1926 he put out his first book of
poems, White Buildings, mostly consisting of poems which had been previously published in magazines. In 1925
Crane received a grant from financier
Otto Kahn for leisure to work on The
Bridge, and he did work leisurely. He
did not complete the book until.1930.
1925 w~s downhill all Ure way for
Crane. An · alcoholic by now, liquor
provided the stability he could not find
in himself. In 1927 Crane began a
series of flights away from New York,
but really away from reality. In 1927 he
worked for several months in California as a private secretary. His letters
indicate that he was exposed to the
decadent Hollywood scene of the time,
which disgusted him . . He went to
Europe for a short time, and finally to
Mexico. These last years are marked by
emotional outbursts, drunken sprees
and - understandably - legal hassles
with authorities in the different places
he went to.
In Mexico Crane stayed for a while
with writer Katherine Anne Porter.
Crane felt that by this time all his
literary power was gone, but he was
very wrong, as his last poems attest.
Crane's poetic development continued
· to grow, even as the man fell apart.
When he arrived in Mexico · he
lg_oked up Peggy Cowley, th~ former
wife of his old friend, Malcolm Cowley.' In each other the two found the
comforts of old times. Much to
Crane's surprise, he fell in love with
her. Crane had always been open to his
friends about his homosexuality. A
couple of drinks would get him talking
about sexual adventures. Thus it was
with great surprise - to Crane as well
as to his friends _:__ that- Crane

xtraordinair
announced he had made love to a
woman. But nothing really changed
with Crane. He got into trouble with
authorities in Taxco, Mexico, for
seducing too many Mexican boys.
Biographers and friends have said
that his affair with Peggy was turbulent and may have been a motivating
factor in his suicide . .Of course, there
were many factors which contributed .
to his suicide, but his last love affair
did not bolster him up any. After an
unsuccessful suicide attempt, Crane
left Mexico by boat for New York City
with Peggy. Attempted suicide is a
legal offense in Mexico. Crane had
already been in trouble for drunkenness as well as for seducing boys, so the
two felt they should get out as soon as
possible. On April · 27, 1932 at noon
Crane went to the front of the &:1ip in
his pajamas and slippers and dove off.
The ship stopped. Life preservers were
thrown, but Crane did not attempt to
reach them. After a search of about
half an hour, his body was not
recovered, and the ship proceeded on
its way.
Crane's complete poems is a brief
volume, less than 200 pages. This is
due in large measure to Crane's brief
·life span, to the poor ways in which he
organized his time, but also to his
method of writing. The poetry involves
the senses very much; the composition
of it involved all of Crane's senses. He
would go into a room with wine and
drink. A phonograph was indispensable to this process, and he played it as
loudly as possible. Poetry in general is
musical, rhythmical, but Crane's is
especially so. It speaks the music Crane
listened to: jazz and popular American
music. Crane would merely get ideas
down on paper this way. Then he
would re-work them for months until
he thought they were right.
Crane's poetic techniques are pertinent here in a way of leading up to
Crane's relationship with the critics,
during his own time and since. Crane's
diction - as I stated above - relies
heavily on musical modulations.
Crane's imagery is a source of difficulty for readers, and was a great
source of difficulty for Crane with the
critics. His imagery is difficult, seemingly obscure. His metaphors are condensed, like those of the French
Symbolist poets, providing a gain in
vididness at the expense of . strict
prose-like sense. He also employs the
modern technique of synaesthesia, the
response of two or more senses to the

· E_mile Opffer c. 1924, taken from
Voyager.

stimulation of one, for instance, the
description of sound in terms of colors.
Crane had a good ear, but he was not
the metrical genius that Dryden or
Tennyson were. Critics are fond of
comparing his metrics to those of
Shelley and Keats.
It should also be stated that Crane
has many ties to another major
American gay poet, Walt Whitman.
Both thought of the poet as being a
seer, a prophet. From Whitman came
the idea in Crane's poetry that poems
restored human wholeness. The poet
was the civilizer, not the legislator or
the industrial head. The poet had
therefore to see reality from the poi'nt
of ·myth, . not history. Early critics of
The Bridge complained Crane's view
of American history was inaccurate. It
was supposed to be. Crane did not pick
up Whitman's social vision, but Whit- man's optimism is present in Crane's
writing ·as well.
Crane~s critical reputation is a fascinating story. Today critics are agreed
that Crarie is a major figure in twentieth ceritury American poetry. But
during his lifetime and for the 30 or so
years following his death, Crane was
thought of as an uneducated degenerate who wrote talented failures. Most
'of this early criticism is not so much
concerned with the poetry as it is with
Crane's lifestyle.
For example when White Buildings
was published in 1926, it received
unenthusiastic reviews in the United
States. European reviews were better.
Crane had learned a lot from the
French Symbolist poets - particularly
Rimbaud - and the European critics at once recognized Crane for the genius
h~ was.
But Americans didn't understand
Crane's technical innovations. Reviewers here looked to the man - not the
poems - and judged the poems by
what they thought of him. While Crane
was never a crusader for homosexual
causes, he never made any effort to
cover up his lifestyle. Crane wanted
what was beginning to come about, a
criticism focused on the poem alone.
He knew that American criticism paid
too little attention to -the art and too
much to the artist, and that this would
hurt him for a long tiQie to come.
One critic wrote a particularly
scathing review of White l.Juildings.
Yvor Winters complained about the
difficulties in the poems and went on to
say that good poems could only be
written by "complete men," men
(only) who conformed socially. Crane
- who never paid much attention to
these things - sat down and wrote the
most fiery, angry letter he ·ever wrote,
commenting, ''one doesn't have to
turn to homosexuals to find instances
of missing sensibilities" (Complete
Poems and Letters, p. 224).
But Winters, a prominent figure in
modern literary criticism, had set the
ball rolling. Crane's suicide further
hurt his reputatio.n as poet. Reviews
and articles after Crane's death usually
talked about suicide, alcoholism and
homosexuality before they got around
to even discussing the poems, which
they didn't understand anyway.
Crane's old friend Allen Tate jumped
on the anti-Crane bandwagon in ·1932
with his essay entitled "Hart Crane,"
in which he discusses Crane's lack of a
formal education, biographical infor-

Hart Crane , taken, from Voyager.

mation focusing on his sexuality and
his drunkenness, on which basis he
says that Crane's poetry has "incalculable moral value; it reveals our defects
in their · extremity." The Bridge is,
''magnificent failure," a
therefore,
contradictory remark if there ever was
one.
This kind of foolish criticism went
on to about 1960. L. S. Dembo wrote
at that time a book called Hart Crane's
Sanskrit Charge. He had to begin by
saying that he disagreed with everything that had been written up to then
about Crane. His reading of The
Bridge is sensitive and accurate. He
'talks about the poetry for what it is,
and about Crane as a poet.
A good sampling of essays written
about Crane from 1932 to 1965 may be
found in the book Merrill Studies in
The Bridge, a revealing compilation of
various essays and books. It is fascinating reading. 1960 was a turning point
in Crane's reputation. Like most
innovative writers Crane was ahead of
his time. It took critics 30 years to
understand him. Criticism sinceDembo has been favorable.
The definitive biography of Crane is
Voyager: A Life of f[art Crane by
John Unterecker, published in 1969.
The book is very lengthy and detailed,
based in large measure on the ma.ny
lei..:-rs Crane wrote and his mother
collectt:d after his death. There was no
way for Unterecker to avoid Crane's
homosexuality, but his treatment is
sometimes moralistic and condemning.
For instance, we never find out what
happened to Emil .Opffer, Crane's
lover. Unterecker shies away from the

a

· t~pic, which is important because
Crane's poetry is largeiy autobiographical.
This strong prejudice against Crane
can be seen by the fact that an accurate
printing of his complete poems and
selected letters was not published until
1966 by Liveright Publishing Corp.
and Anchor Books. Anchor has published the book in paperback form,
and it is easily available:- Crane is
finally being paid serious attention to.
People are beginning to realize his
importance in American poetry, and
Crane is being· read, at long last, for
·
the genius he was.
Sources of Interest
Brown, S. J. Robber Rocks, Letters

and Memories of Hart'Crane, 1923- ·
1932. Middlet6wn, Conn.: Wesleyan
University Press, 1'968. pp. 1-173.
*Clark, D. R., Ed. Merrill Studies in
The Bridge. Columbus: Merrill Publishing Co., 1970. pp. 1-131.
*Crane, H. Complete Poems and Selected Letters and Prose. New York:
Anchor Books, 1966. Edited and Introduction .bY. Brom Weber. pp. 1273.
Leibowitz, H. A. Hart Crane: An Introduction to The Poetry. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1968.
_pp. 1-264.
Quinn, V. Hart Crane. New York:
Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1963. pp.
1-128.
Unterecker, J .· Voyager: A Life of Hart
Crane. New York: Farrar, Straus
and Giroux, 1969. pp. 1-773.
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Are Gay Lib and Female Impersonation Compatible?

S1

Craig Russell Suprastar
I

ideal that is a strong presence among
· the devotees of Trude Heller' s. Straight
male culture may allow this new ideal,
may even decree it desirable·. But as
with all their previous decrees on what
is desirable, it will still contain within it
the sense that other interests an_d
personal modes of expression are undesirable. The gay movement ought to
be in the forefront of those who
support the rights of all people to be
themselves.
Bisexuality, androgyny, hermaphrodeity are desirable. "Masculine" and
"Feminine" attributes (don't ask me
what they are; surely somebody has a
list or we wouldn't have the slightest
inkling as to what we've been talking
about all these years) do have a use;
they are responses that make it easier
to cope with a particular life situation.
Incidentally they also create ·beauty.
That beauty need not be destroyed
because its origin is suffering. It is said
that today Chinese guides . in the
Forbidden City constantly remind
visitors of the centuries of torture upon
which it was constructed, but Craig's
act is the beauty and the reminder
rendered simultaneously.
For all those who have never seen a
show like this, and fo.r all those that
have and enjoy them, Craig's is a
paragon of the genre.
Trude Heller's is at 9th Street and
Avenue of the Americas (Sixth Ave.) 1n
the Village in New York City. The
shows are nightly at 10:30 and 12:30.

By Mike White
As a child, I occasionally dressed in
my mother's clothes, jewelry .-_and
make-up. I don't recall doing it to
make fun of her, or because it was the
only way I felt comfortable. It was
fairly comfortable, just like most
special events. But it was magical,
creating a new being. There were
related rites performed at different
times: mimicking TV and recording
stars. I did this mostly in the shower,
when the water-beads fuzzed the imperfections of tone and style. I chose
celebrities not because of their gender
or the songs' gender, .but because of
the intensity of their lyricism. I wasn't
very good at imitation and I gave it up
before the years when it might have
been considered dangerous.
Craig Russell is very good at it. He
captures his c;haracters' every nuance,
a very idiosyncracy, endearing or
otherwise. He produces brilliant visions, illusions revealing the reality of
the character that he impersonates. His
vocal and visceral parodies continually
hit the target. His near-flawlessness
through an exhausting hour-long series
of transformations is remarkable.
He began opening night with · ·a
sumptuous, quietly humorous Peggy
Lee. He uses little more than wigs for
props. With each new incarnation he
built up the intensity. Carol Channing
was visually exquisite and voiceperfect, Mae West deliciously lewd,
Bette Davis suitably self-impressed,
Marlene Dietrich's legs were really
there - not many impressionists can
manage that - and so were all of
Sophie Tucker, Ethel Merman, Doris
Day, Madelyn Kahn, Bette Midler,
Barbra Streisand, Judy Garland (of
course), Louis Armstrong (Louis Armstrong?), and about a dozen others.
His Martha Graham vignette alone was
worth the not unreasonable price of
admission.
Today female impersonation, like
transvestitism in general, is even more
than a commentary on the ·mores of;
our time and place. It is a political
statement. Latest feminist vogue sometimes declares that transvestitism is
O.K., but impersoaating women for
money is "exploitative." One might
ask: who does it exploit? Does the
female impersonator exploit the equally exploitative actresses portrayed, or is
he taking the space that should belong
to aspiring actresses? What do they
mean by exploitation?
Some feminists say that female

THE RHINOS
-WHO KNOW
-ARE STRETCHING
.THEIR DOUGH •.• af

impersonators put down women.
Craig's act is neither a. putdown of
women in the abstract nor a putdown
of the women that he impersonates.
Actually, by presenting illusions of
those women that are ideals · to the ·
straight male community, he is presenting a critique of male attitudes
toward sexuality and the way those
attitudes shape sexual stereotypes.
You may well ask: what right does a
member of a privileged group have to
satirize members of an underprivileged
group? Especially when he satirizes the
"feminine" qualities that man has
imposed on women to be their ideal. I
say that he has the right because he
respects and loves the women that he
plays. For example, Craig has organized a world-wide fan club for Mae
West. I think that I would not mind a
straight man doing parodies of gay
men if he had organized a world-wide
fan club for Oscar Wilde, not that I am

exactly Oscar Wilde.
Perhaps feminist hostility to fem ale
impersonation comes as much from the
guilt of women at their moments of
complicity with men -in shaping their
own powerlessness, as from their
understandable rage at real confrontatipns with ·the male power ·elite. This
hostility - manifested toward other
sexual minorities as well - is a cruel
parody of the intolerance of straight
male society. To say that transvestitism
is tolerable while impersonation is not
is exacting a penalty-for success.
In . theory, fem ale impersonation
helps break down sex-stereotyping by
showing a long vista of near-total rolereversal. In practice it tends to make
one appreciate the extremes by creating
beautiful illasions of the polar "feminine" ideal. Idealizing the feminine
may be dangerous in itself, but it
presents a welcome complement to the
bisexual or, rather, androgynous-chic

. The·
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CATHOLICS

wAlk ON TltE WildE sidE

A community where all
people may rise above
earthly prejudice and gather
together in religious dedication.

E-4 DIGNITY
t--4

In-depth and

on-target,

the Mandate insight
into the arts, entertainment and eros
takes a problngly perceptive,
bitchily witty, culturally incisive,
pansexually unproblematical
look at practically everything.
Interested In climaxes,
onstage and elsewhere?
Come with us.

IN BOSTON:
Bookworld, 8 Beach Street
Book Lane Inc. , 201 Tremont Street
Liggetts Rexal Drug Store, 452 Boylston Street
Store 24, 717 Boylston Street
Gary Drug , 59 Charles Street
Paperback Booksmith, 753 Boylston Street
Esplanade Paperback, 107 Charles Street
Fairfield Pharmacy , 239 Newbury Street
Paperback Booksm ith , 516 Commonwealth Avenue
Store 24, 281 Huntington Avenue
Marlboro Market, 45 Massachusetts Avenue
The Bookworm, 493 Beacon Street
IN BROOKLINE:
Paperback Bookworm, Cleveland Circle
Brookline News & Gifts, 313 Harvard Street
Paperback Booksmith, Coolidge Corner
1

IN CAMBRIDGE:
Harvard Square MBTA Kiosk
Reading international, Brattle at Church

A national organization
with over 40 cities across
the U.S.A. and Canada; accepting our responsibility to
our Church, to society, and
to the individual Gay
person.
As DIGNITY, we wish to
promote the cause of the

:::b::::::t:: any Sun,

MANDA TE IS SOLD BY THE FOLLQWING NEWS DEALERS:

Green Leaf Florists

GAY

Yes, I want to come with you .

day at 5:30 p.m. at St .
Clement's Church (near
Mass. Ave.), 1105 Boylston
Street, Boston. Mass is
followed by coffee and
companionship.

for more
information write:

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Osix issues, $5.00 .
Sample issue (June), $1 .oo.·
Enclosed is a check or money order.

D

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

DIGNITY
755 Boylston St. Room 5f4
Bo~ton, MA 02116
or qny of our chapters listed in the
Quick Gay Guide: Boston, Lowell,
Springfield, Providence or New
York City.
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In the movie Sheba, Baby, Pam
Grier depicts a private detective who
stands up for her family and ·commun-

ity against the combined forces of the
Louisville crime syndicate (Black · and
white) and the friendly (to mobsters)
local police department. Her arsenal

5.REASONS W·HY MOST OF
YOU STILL HAVEN'T GIVEN
TO OTHER~AY '75,
the ''gay united fund''
(Check as many boxes as applicable. A check anywhere
except to us means you've failed •.. and so have we.)
□

1. YOU'RE STRAIGHT.

(What? 'vou think you
have to be gay to want an
open and equal society?
You don't have to be gay
to give.)

□

2. YOU'RE GAY AND
WELL ADJUSTED.

(Remember the hassles
you had when you first
· came ouH Help us help
other,s in that same situation.)

3. YOU'RE GAY AND
UPTIGHT.

(Contributions to OTHER. W.A Y'75 may be- made
anonymously. No one
need know but you. Buy a
money order and mail, it
to us. We'll fill it out.)

□

□ 4. YOU'RE POOR.
□

(So are we. Send $5 or
even . less~ Every little bit
helps.)

5. YOU JUST DON'T
GIVE A DAMN.

If YOU DON'T MAKE IT HAPPEN, IT WON'T!
--GIVE THE OTHERWAY--

includes the resourcefulness of a
Sherlock Holmes, the cleverness of a
seasoned guerrilla fighter, and the
ruthlessness of a hardened CIA operative. In between battles, Sheba enjoys
some heterosexual interludes, in which
she seems to be a respected although
not often initiating partner. For many
moviegoers of all races, Sheba will
doubtless represent the archetypical
Black matriarch. But the question
remains: does Sheba, Baby trace the
path for a truly liberated society?
As a Lesbian revolutionary who is
deeply committed to the principle of
nonviolence, I felt the same ambivalence in watching Sheba that I feel
when looking at real-life issues: a
woman kills her rapist (e.g. Joanne
Little and Inez Garcia), a woman takes
part in a "revolutionary" bank robbery which takes a life (Susan Saxe);
people advocate capital punishment
for rapist/murderers of women and
Gay people. On one level, as an
opponent _of all violence (especially
lethal violence and violence against a
subdued or captured person), I cannot
celebrate the killing of anyone. At the
same time, I must struggle to avoid
id'entifying with those who condemn
Black, ·Gay arid female violence while
supporting their local army, police and
free-lance rapists . .
In responding to Sheba on a gut
level, part of me was exhilarated by the ,
sheer guts and daring of the heroine,
who stood up and defied a townfull of
male crooks and killers. But my exhilaration came because of her defiance,
not because of the lethal forms it often
took. According to American mythology, the only real form of defiance is
the gun - and on that level I was
pleased to see Sheba do her fair share
of shooting by the established stand- .
ards. But on another level, as one who
hates and detests the whole tradition of
patdarchal violence over the past
several millenia, I feel that lethal
violence is not revolutionary enough a
means of self-defense and liberation.
Often Sheba goes beyond selfdefense by killing, into the farther
.. reaches of tortur'e and inhumanity · and given my biases, I tend to be more
hesitant in applying these terms to
Sheba than to her male counterparts.
In one scene, she forces a person's face
into a drum of poisonous chemicals in
order to make him talk; again she
pushes a man's face into hot wax in a
carwash, and threatens another villain
with decapitation by holding his head
against the rail of an approaching
roller coaster. I frankly found the~e
scenes ugly and despicable - very
different from the area of self-defense
again·st attack . You may be assured
that l would not condemn such torture
by Sheba while condoning it by the
CIA or the Chilean government - but
I wasn't turned on any more either.
Rather I was repulsed in my deepest

gut.
As an anti-crime proposal, Sheba
may be questioned on more practicar
levels as well. The film will appeal to
many of a law-and-order sensibility;
guns are the only answer to mob
violence . But those who consider lethal
force the only "realistic" solution
might consider how unrealistic Sheba
can be on a tactical level. Surely, once
they had her captured, the real mob
would not give our heroine so many
chances to escape. Also, we are left
with an impression at the end that you
can clean up a city by killing a few of
the bad guys. But the film itself acknowledges that corruption spans the
whole power structure from top to
bottom; what is there to guarantee that
as soon as Sheba leaves for Chicago
(her next destinaticn) some new crooks
will not replace the old?
As a Lesbian, I should wc.._·n you that
there are only two scenes I recall with
possible Gay implications - and both
were obnoxious to me. In one scene
three women, Black . and white, are
shown in bed with a top Black mobster
- but any latent interest they may
have in each other is clearly for the
greatt. heterosexual excitement of men
in the audience. Also, in one scene
Sheba gets int~ a sort of wrestling match·
with a woman on the syndicate· yacht
(why I couldn't (igure out) - I tried to
envision their physical conduct as
loving for my own satisfaction, but
knew that it was just one more fight.
It is interesting to note that in Sicily,
the homeland of the Mafia, there is a ·
mass nonviolent movement to defy and
expose the syndicate . and also to
challenge the social inequalities which
the mob only reflects. Perhaps the next
step after Sheba is a series of films
about ,women (Lesbian and otherwise)
who organize their communities against
exploitation by means of militant
nonviolent action.
Historically, there are precedents.
After 13 years of bloody dictatorship
and mass executions in El Salvador, it
was a: group of women who brought
down the dictatorship of Martinez in
1944 by startirig an economic shutdow·n which nonviolently paralyzed the
whole country - after several military .
re.volts had been crushed! Such struggles should become a central focus for
feminist films.
In conclusion, the:violence of Sheba
is miniscule 'w hen compared with the
violence of American troops, police
and secret agents over the past several
years - and her cause is far worthier.
But after repeating my frequently expressed position in favor of non-violent
resistance as our national defense strategy, and for the total abolition of
lethal weapons in our police force, I do
confess that I would find Pam Grier
more liberating if she departed from
male convention by carrying
tranquilizer gun.

a

Under new_management

ALL MALE CAST
For our gay friends
New lobby, get together
ART Cinenta start Wed
SHOWS at 10-12-2-4.:6-8-10

. Send check or money order to: Otherfund, Inc.,
PO Box 1997,
Boston, Ma. 02105

204 TREMONT STREET. BOSTON 482-4661
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Spe a,k ing .f or· Mys elf

Far ~Out and Con ain' Hon ae

By A I/an Stewart

about it much They seemed to be doin
: Well I been· bopping along alrthese .
even less of it and I thought Shucks
.
ever
so
what
mind
no
years payin
what's all this gay liber-ation all about
thinkiri I was just an average evt;ryday
if it ain't got nothin to do with S-E-X.
. garden variety gay type You know the
Then one day it was quite a shock I
there
kind Trickin a little here and
tell you I'm not sure I've recovered
can
baths
bushes
bars
the
in
it
·Makin
I discovered when them gay liber-ation
bedrooms with that humpy number We ·
acti-vist types . talked about militant
just happened to catch each other's eye
political gay liber-ation the Capit~l
Maybe havin an Affair with a Capital
letters was all in the militants and the
·really
we
cause
years
A for a couple
politics They was tryin to put the gay
like Really got it on in more than sixtypart way down in little tiny eye-talics
nine ways Nothing wrong with that I
like they wished it wou\d go away Like
gay
what
thought i's kinda fun If that's
liberation didn't have nothin to do
gay
have
Let's
lot
a
it
dig
I
· is all about
with what gay folk did in BED with
more.
other gay folk heaven forbid and they
So I was livin free and easy havin a
Specially didn't want to think about
'
on
trip
ball when this dude laid a heavy
bars baths bushes or them really far
and
O-pressed
being
folk
gay
me about
out Fun with a Capital F places lots of
put down and I said Shucks that's no
gay folk I mean real gay folk not the
way to live (Not that I know any myself
fancy pretend kind like to go for
really
of course cause I don't Not
gay folk to DO IT There should
meetin
what
except
O
Capital
a
O-pressed with
be fireworks brass band circus around
they's doin to them's own selfs) but I
that.
figgered what the hell maybe it would
Some of them militant political gay
be better if we got it all legal and nice
acti-vist folk I discovered (I
liber-ation
liber-ation
gay
this
of
and I'd heard
am so ashamed and mortified .when I
movement If there was ever a liber-ated
think on it It's so humiliatin I want to
gay Honey this one's the one But if as
put it in really tiny I mean SMALL eyeto
way
they say militant politics is the
letters all jumbled up together so
talic
my
got
and
up
I
So
on
it
get
go Let's
it's 1ml to ~ Anyway there I was
own self Involved as they say with a
· thinkin all them acti-vist folk was doin
Capital I.
such nice things for gay liber-ation
being
Here I was doin this and that
when the whole truth of the matter Oh
was
life
sex
my
but
know
Involved you
Blush was that they mostly wasn't even
sure sufferin from all them meetins and
gay They was just plain old militant
chatterin goin on cause I did not ever
political freaks off on another trip and
you
hardly meet anyone Interesting
I was even really admirin/lo vin them I
with
Interesting
by
know what I mean
hang my head in shame and sorrow
a Capital I Anyhow I could just never
afore someone hangs it from a rope.
understan d why all them gay liberDamn I thought This is what it's
for
up
ation acti-vists was always
hairs
of
number
discussin the pre-cise
on a gnat's ass forever and ever Amen
but when it came to S-E-X in ALL
Capital letters they sure didn't talk

come to Us poor faggots and dykes •
can't even liberate our own selves We
got to let in freaky ,acti-vists what may
not even be gay who wouldn't be
caught dead much less alive with a c--in their mouth much less some other
groovier plaees I could mention but
won't cause this is supposed to be a
family paper Some poor ,slob might be
offended We don't want that It could
be a advertiser after all or some dumb
heterosexual that some body thinks
don't know or want to eit11-er about
bein gay That's just a projection of
them pretend gay acti-vists not knowin
or wantin to either what gay is all
about too.
And you guessed right' damned right
I'm being sexist cause if gay liberation

ain't about S-E-X then I'll get me to a
nunnery find a new · word for it
something I mean you can blither
blather all day you know about sexual
and affectional preferences Boy is that
a cop-out if I ever heard one cause folk
has been affectionate ever since there
was two of 'em and if you don't
practice that preference then you ain't
got it You is just a A-sexual freak
Cause if gay liber-ation don't start/finish with gay folk's sexual preferences
and the En-JOY-able with a Capital E
practice of it we better pack it all up
head for the hills turn hermit cause
we's wastin our time Be better off bein
a cave person fightin lavender rhinoceroses Love Peace Amen.

thir d wor ld
(Continued from page 7)

it is now time to deal with oppression
and discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation? Think about it.
And wpile you think about it, pardon
us while we get on to more relevant
'\... issues; issues dealing with our very
existence.
But if ·you are really interested in
securing greater Third World involvement in the -gay movement, then do us
a favor. Change your white racist
institutions, so that Third World
peoples will not have to do battle with
them and could then be in a position to
devote more time to other issues. If

you really want to get us involved, give
my Brothers and Sisters the economic
tools to survive, you'd be surprised at
how much time we could then devote
to your cause. Give my young Brothers
and Sisters the education they demand
and need in order to make it in your
socie,ty. Give us the same equality and
freedom you enjoy in your white
society, then maybe we can find the
time to assist you, again, in your cause.
I mean don't forget this is your society,
nqt ours, and hence it is your problem
and may I suggest that you be about
the business of dealing with it. Because
·
what goes around, comes around.

., ·
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To borrow a lovely lyric . . . "This is the start of something big. ,,
The Round Robin, a private club in a rustic type atmosphere. For men
.. only. [J 8 years of age or older.] Our club is different and unique.
?ur club is run on a n;embership type basis to insure your protection and
pnvac!. For members and members only. After that cdmefor a few hours, .
overmght, or for a few days in our heaven in the woods.
We have different plans which include food and a warm friendly type
atmosphere. This is the right place for relaxation, swimming, boating, jogging, tennis, etc., and a gathering place to meet other males of mutual
interest. A place which will enliven your spirits and reunite you with nature.
We will make your stay with us like being i!7 Shangri-La.

OW CSN EST
AC.COMMODATI.QNS .

- By the Beach -

/'

Provinceto.wn
Massachusetts 02657
Bill Damon 487-9633

Act now! We will be taking a limited amount of one year $25. 00 memberships. After that, day rates from $4. 00 and up.
We suggest you call for exact travel directions.

STREET CRUISING • CAFE PICKUP
THE PEEPING TOM
HITCH HIKER• PORCH CRUISE
SCOUR AND SCORE
STREETCORNER PICKUP
CAR CRUISING • JOB INTERVIEW
HALLWAY PICKUP

For more injormation call or write:

Round Robin, Voluntown, Conn. ,06384 or

,.....................................

only

$6.-

Greene, R.t 02827
R.I. (401) 397-9065
C~mn. (203) 564-7587

Postage lnctuded

I

HOUS E ONE

•
•

. 6047 VINELAND AVENUE
NORTH HOLLYWO OD, CA. ·91606

80S TON •

- - • - • - Order Form - • - •

MI

am over 21. Please send to me via first class

1M mail the sexually expli cit magazine:

·

" THE FINE ART OF CF.WISING "

NAME ........... ................. .... ................... ..
ADDRESS ........ .................. .... ........... ..
CITY ................. ..... ..... .... .... ..... .............. .
STAT E: .......... ... : .. .............. ZI P............. ..
SIGNATURE .. ..... .. ...... ..... ........ :·... : .. ... .. .. .

enc; CASH O CHECK O MO 0
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By A. Nolder Gay
A BOUT WITH NOSTALGIA
It was good to see "A Very Natural
Thing" again in Boston, especially in
the company of so many friends. But
once more the sensitive e,vocation of
Manhattan brought a measure of pain.
For me, the ambience emerging from
the film was that of the bright New
York of the 1950s, when I spent two
years there as · a naive young army
officer, quite alone and buffeted by
feelings I could not understand, much
less admit openly. Against the background of some of the places depicted
in the film (The Cloisters, Central
Park, Washington Square, the beautiful old residential streets of lower
Manhattan), I wrestled with an unknown daimon, and lost.
It was not very good to grow up gay
in the 'fifties and probably still isn't if,
as I was, you were brought up in rural
New England. We had no way of

knowing who we were; there were no
accessible books on homosexuality;
most of us were programmed to
assume we'd meet and marry "'the
right girl'' some day. I had dated a very
nice girl in college and found her again
in 1956, working in the East Harlem
Protestant Parish. I asked her to marry
me but she said no; we were twentythree. She has_ since married, and I
hope she is happier than she might
have been with me.
At the same time, a strange something just beneath the conscious level
was drawing me, like a lodestone,
toward men. One symptom was being
approached by other men, and reacting
with shock and fear, although something in me I couldn't admit to myself
must have encouraged them. One night
on my way back from visiting relatives
in New Jersey I got off the train at
Christopher Street, to walk across the
heart of Greenwich Village to the BMT
line (for exercise after the train ride, of

course). I can still see the attractive
blond in tight white chinos who came
out of the shadows near Sheridan
Square, ostensibly to ask me directions
to a certain street. I didn't know where
it was, pointed out a nearby policeman
who might give directions, and was
surprised when the boy drifted off in
another direction. (Dumb! Dumb!
Dumb!) And I wonder now what my
life would have been like had I known
enough, or had guts enough, to follow
him that night.
I didn't work out my sexual identity
clearly for another four years. The
figure of David as a troubled monk in
the opening shots of "A Very Natural
Thing'' also spoke to me, for at the a:ge
he came out of the monastery I was
entering my own self-created one, constructed partly out of ethics and partly
out of fear; Having spent the past year
getting things together at last, I now
know I was lamed in the New York of
- 1956 and 1957 in my struggle for au-

thentic personhood, the struggle David
and those like him have a chao.ce of ·
winning in the New York and the
Boston of 1974. ·
I know that a lot of younger gays of
both sexes read this column including,
I suspect, some who are still going
through infense confusion and even
suffering over this business of -being
gay. To them, I say this: to go through
life without having a single human
being to love fully and ·completely is an
emotionally crippling experience. Sublimation gets you past each day, but it
isn't enough for a lifetime. _Don't be
afraid to know yourself fully, to accept
yourself totally, and to find someone
to love freely. The costs of acting on
your self-knowledge _and self-acceptance as a gay pers0n may be high, but
they are bearable. The costs of not
acting on them are soul-de..,troying.

(" Jane would be just right for you,
ambitious and hard-working. Polly is
- too frivolous, doesn't think of the
future.")

their uaughter's booties to make them
look long-legged. The drastic parents
could bring back the old-fashioned
rack, a device used in medieval times to
stretch people (a punishment). After a
few months on the rack the dykiest of
all lesbians would have the longest of
legs. The parents who resort to using
the rack would be runni_ng around
bragging about their four foot daughters with their seven foot legs. While the
proud parents of lesbians would be
running around bragging about their
seven foot daughter with the six inch
legs. Well, back to the laboratory for
more research.

'
]Reprinted from the issue of August
10, 1974]

ls Yo_u r Baby ·Gay?
ByM. T. Head
As an expert on lesbianism and after
many years of personal research (less
than one), under the carefullest 0f laboratory conditions (The Saints, D.O.B.
et al), I have made a valuable scientific
discovery. Ninety-nine percent of an ·
lesbians have short legs. (I personally
believe the , one with the long legs is
bisexual). Think what benefits we
could reap with ' this information.
There could be a special service set up
in every maternity ward to measure the
legs of every newborn female child.
The parents of those found to be
missing leg length could then attend
classes that would educate them in the

feeding and rearing of lesbians. This
would remove the traumatic experience
of having to "come out" to your
parents later on in life. Besides, if you
missed having your legs measured .
when you were a child, . imagine how
much easier it would ·be to say, "Hey
ma, guess what?! I have short legs,"
rather than saying, "Hey ma, guess
what, I'm a lesbian." The parents
could also start planning their child's
future - Brownies, Girl Scouts, all
girls'. schools - the advantages go on
and on. Instead of spending their time
looking for the right boy, they could be
looking around for the perfect woman .

~~
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The early "detection' ' would also be
an asset to those parents who might be
homophobic. They could put lifts in

· If you wish to respond to a box number

in any of our ads, send to GCN
Classifieds, Box _ _ _ _ , 22 Brom~
field St., Boston, MA 02108.

1

apartments

,

1 GM, 3 _g;tr. M, 3 str. W (24-31) seek 2
for Ft. Hill home, 20 rooms, panoramic
view, enjoy music (mostly classical) ,
smokeless air, family meals . No more
pefs. Minimum year commitment preferred . 440-9241 .
Jamaica Plain area near pond and transportation. Four room apartment in
private home owned by gay couple, for
responsible person(s). $225 includes
utilities . Street parking. Available 7/1.
522-9809 evenings and weekends.
STUDIO APARTMENT
For rent in gay house in South End .
Clean, freshly painted - and good
neighbors. Call evenings, 426-6025,
Kim or Dave .

-·

for sale

PATCHWORK MAJORITY: The most·
beautiful buttons ever, celebrating the
emergin·g coalition of the countercultures. Seven colors, six symbols .
Strong gay presence. 60c each. Available at GCN office (profit to GCN) and
Other voices Bookstore.

jobs off~red
Hairstylist wanted to pick up following
of male hairstylist. Blow drying a must.
Spend summer on Cape Cod. VillagerBourne, 759-4212, Laurie.
NYC: CAST CALL
-New comedy I satire program now casting. Actpersons sought with gay/feminist consciousness. Talent helps too.
Send resume and photos: c/o
Show, WBAI Studios, 369 e. 62 or call
580-7204. Get into the act!
WRITERS: GCN ·needs a perceptive,
well-informed indivicfual to write a
regular column "about the Black gay
community. Scope and perspective of
column determined by the individual in
conjunction with the Features Editor.
Must be depeodable, nonsexist, nonracist, nonagist. Presently, we do not
pay our writers. Interested persons may
call GCN at 426-4469 and ask for Lyn,
Features Ed.

, jobs wanted
• Math tutoring - college, high school
levels. $4.00/hr., evenings during sum- '
mer. Not a sex ad. Call 267-2839.
LAVENDER MOTHER CHUCKERS
,.
COOPERATIVE
2 to 4 spunky women will move you and _
your stuff. Rates $14 for one van and
$25 for two vans. Call Chris or Jeanne
at 864-6695 and make arrangements!

A lesbian creative theatre collective is
now forming . Women bring your dance
music , song, writing, ideas, experiences . Meet 32 Chatham, Cambridge
8:00 , Thur., May 29. Info call Jane
492-5220.

Metropolitan Cbmmunity Church
meets for worship every Sunday at 7
p.m., 131 Cambridge St., Boston (Old
West Church) . Fellowship hour 8:15
FRAMINGHAM UNICORN SOCIETY , p.m. Revs. Lawrence Bernier, StephanFramingham, the largest township in ie Biqusiak, and Jeffrey Pulling,
the, country and not a single social pastors. All persons are welcome.
organ, bar, MCC chapter; F.U .S., a Telephone (617) 52~•76fl4 NGTF NEEDS YOU
social group, c/o P.O. Box 713, 02862.
Join with the largest, fastest growing
WORCESTER GAYS COME OUT
gay civii rights group in the country!
Join us, M & F ,welcome. For further
The National Gay Task Force works
with a professional staff on media
Box
.G.U.,
W
info call 892-9113 or write:
representation, national legislation, in359, Fed. Sta., Worcester, MA 01601.
formation clearinghouse, religious re_GOLDEN GAYS
forms, corporate non-discrimination
A new group for mature men and
women . Social meeting Fridays, 7-9 statements, more! Help support our
work-join now. $15 membership ($5
pm., Charles Street Meetinghouse,
Gallery Coffee Shop. Come make new · limited income) includes Newsletter.
NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave., Rm. 506, New
friends in a relaxed atmosphere. All are
York, N.Y. 10011.
·
welcome.

organizations
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I am a prisoner and I have been behind
bars for two years now and I would
really appreciate someone to write to. I
am 19, brown hair, blue eyes, 156 lbs .
and bi-sexual. I will be getting out in
April 76 and I would like to meet some
new good people. Oh, and another · . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .
Grand Opening
thing I was busted for drugs. I hope
Free mailboxes until Sat., May 31 , 1975
pep pie will not hold that against me! I
nope someone will write, all letters will
Individual-locked-Boxes-For-Rent
be answered. Please write to: Franklin
E. Drought, P.O. Box 747, Starke, Fla.
handle your mail Privacy is our business
us
Let
32091 .

personals

GCN,Classifieds

PRIVATE MAILBOXES INC.

get

My name is Barry, I am in desperate
need for outside contacts from every
sea -Of sentiment, inhabited by for real,
earthy and beautiful people. I will
quickly answer all whom write. My
wants are to bloom in friendship. Too
any and all who are seeking concerns &
cares within another, let's try-with each
other. Please write: Barry E. Eringer,
P.O. Box 747, Starke, Fla. 32091.

results. ·

The Peoples College of Law of the
National Lawyers Guild is a new 4-year
law school criented toward those
usually excluded from the legal educational process ..
Gay people, especially lesbians and
third world gays, are definitely welcome. Entrance requirements are 2
years of college leading towards a
Bachelor's degree, or you must take the
college equivalency test. Tuition is low.
All applicants shoulp be committed to
use the law as a tool for social change.
For more information, write Gay
Caucus, clo PCLINLG, 22?8 West 7th
Street, L.A., CA 90057 or call (213)
388-8171.
The · Church of The Eternal Flame
Universal, Hartford's first "Gay" Church
wishes to welcome you to one of our
services, Sundays 3:0.0 pm., 320 Farm- ·
ington Ave., Apt. A-6, Hartford, CT .
Bishop Gail Robinson.

I am a Black male, 24, currently
incarcerated in Starke, Fla. I desperately need someone to correspond with to
help alleviate the loneliness I feel here.
If anyone will write to me I will answe"r .
Robert L. Scott, P.O. Box 747, Starke,
Fla. 32091.
Johnny Leo Harbert, 25, 5'10", 137 lbs.,
effeminate homosexual, seeks correspondence with any sincere person,
straight, •bi or gay. Wi.11 answer all
letters. Write to Johnny Leo Harbert,
B-50853, P.O. Box 600, Tracy, CA
95376 .
I am seeking to correspond with
someone from the outside world. I am
currently incarcerated in Fla. Religion,
race, sex or philosophy doesn 't matter
as long as it is · honest. Please write to
Floyd Daniel Jr., P.O. Box 747, Starke,
Fla. 32091.
I ·am Black, 23 yrs . old and from
Boston, presently incarcerated in Florida. I have been confined now for 4 yrs.
suffering daily from this dreadful
disease, commonly known as loneliness. Please write Calvin Carter, P.O.
Box 747, Starke, Fla. 32091 .
James Crisp, 138-412, P.O. Box 69,
London ; OH 43140. I am 24 yrs ., 5'9" ,
170 lbs . Lonely would like to correspond with people who are realistic ,
concerned and understanding. I will
answer all letters.

MCC/Providence
Rev. Joseph Gilbert, pastor .
Come worship with us every Sunday at
7 pm., 37 Clemence St., Providence (off
of Washington St.) (401) 274-1693.
SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS:
Lesbian Mother's National Defense
Fund, 2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle,
Wash. 98109, 206-282-5798. Membership $5.00 .
WE 'RE NOT AFRAID ANYMORE!
in Worcester, Mass. Join us at MCCWorcester 4 p. m . Sundays, Central
Church, 6 Institute Rd. , near Lincoln
·square. Call H eather and Nancy
(ministers) or Bob Jdeacon): 756-0730.
NAT L GAY PRISONERS COALITION
I would love to hear from any Gay ·
Brother or Sister who is interested in
helping liberate the Rights of Gay
Prisoners in Federal Prisons. Contact:
Johnny Gibbs, #86976-132, Box 100.,,
U.S . Prison, Lewi sburg, PA 17837 .
(Chairman of the National Gay Prisoners Coalition )
/

AMERICA LATINA-LATIN AMERICA
Estamos interesados en comun icarno s
con Gays en America Latina y el Cari be.
Si tienes amistades en es tas areas, por
favor pideles que se comuniquen con
nosotros, o envian os sus nombres y
direcciones. We are interested corresponding w it h Gays in Latin America
and the Caribbean . If you have friends
in these areas, please ask them to write
us, or send us their names and
addresses. Comunidad de Orgul lo Gay,
Apartado 5523, Puerta de Tierra, San
· Juan, P.R. 00906.

i

I am an inmate at .a correctional facility
in Calif. My name is Al. I'm 6', 175 lbs .,
English-Mexican, blk hair and blue
eyes. My likes are good books, music
and all sports . All letters will be
answered with drag queens given top
priority. I would also like to exchange
photos. Please write : A. Koppell , CTF,
North WA-246; P.O . Box A-50384,
Soledad, CA 93960.
My name is Chuck. I am presently
incarcerated at the London, Ohio Corr .
Inst. I would like to hear from any
reliable older gays, 35-60 whom I would
love to share my love with and devote
myself to him. I'm 5'10", 150 lbs., bl.
hair, br. eyes, olive brown -complexion,
28 yrs. old. I love jazz, chess, bowling,
tennis and sex. Please write: Chuck
Johnson, 136-559, Box 69, London,

Vacation week of June 15. Would like to
share with someone · trip ideas and
costs. I'm GWM, 31, congenial, adventurous. Let's meet to enjoy sunny days.
Jim 232-7352
GWF, 25, quiet, lonely. Wishes to meet
same for friendship, good times, and
whatever may develop. I have a lot to
share with the right woman. Write Box
r Id St B
385 GCN 22 B
oston,
.,
rom ie
,
02186.
Snake Happy Birthday to the women I love.
The Puppy
Gay Health N ite (Wed) at _the Fenway
Community Health. c _e nter, needs a
volunteer lab. tech. from 5128-7116 .
Call 267-7573, ask for Jim .

~av ,,,

My Hl l:,er
My Frierid
Happy 81rttiday Doug
HOUSING NEEDED
GAY PRIDE WEEK

People are coming for Gay Pride
Week. They need housing; your help
is needed . If you have room available , please call GCN at 426-4469 or
BIRTHDAY?
write Box 9550, Boston, Mass .· .
Surprise your friends with a birthday
Please leave Te'!. number and address, and how many people you
classifie.d in GCN.
can take.
Black male, 37, 6'1", 160 lbs., seeks,.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,.
younger male (19 to 30) for possible
long-term relationship. Any race or
nationality OK . I'm friendly, outgoing , ·
easy to get to know. I am also sensitive
and caring and seeking a similar type
.
.
. .
guy, one wtw wants more than just a ,
bedpartner for the night. Must be Integrity. Gay Ep1~copal Forum: ·Louie
masculine in appearance and manner . 1 Cre_w_, Ph.D. , Editor. $5110 issues .
enjoy outdoor activities such as tennis, Off1c1al ~ewsleUer of Integrity, Inc . , for
' hiking, camping and mountain climb- Gay Ep1scopal1ans and Our Friends.
ing. I also enfoy going to Tanglewood 701 Orange St., Ft. Valley, GA 31030.

Pub I ications

for concerts as wel I as going to plays . Personal ad listing service. 100's of
Just getting started in amateur movie- . personal non-coded ads of young
making. Would like someone who can persons. Send 50c for a recent sample
share some of these interests. I'm issue with complete information and an
partial to the Greeks but the French are ad form . Write: BSJ, Box 337 , Milliken,
OK too. No one nighters. If interested, CO. 80543 .
MEET YOUR GAY NEIGHBORS!
Host a n_eighborhood get-together in write to Box 936, Federal Station,
A GAY PERSON'S GUIDE
your area this Gay Pride Week 75 • Worcester, Mass . 0i601.
TO NEW ENGLAND
Confidential phone list. To volunteer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1975 edition . .. 400 listings of busiJ. Thanks Very Much!
your home for an evening call (617)
Received your letter. Would like to nesses, services, organizations, crafts440-8551 .
meet ! Tried to find a better way of people, professionals . Gay life and
FRI. NITE BLUES?
contacting but failed. Please write me living from Cape Cod to Cos Cob,
Why be bored, hassled or stood up?
at GCN, Box 384 . Please try to give way Bridgeport to Bangor. $2 to GCNIGPG,
Come to GCN office at 6 pm and
to contact. Goffe at CSMH? Trying to Box G-1, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA
experience good folk~ and pleasant
protect each of us . Don't worry, am 02108.
conversation, while folding and mailing
- Robert
sincere, honest.
GAY BOOKS BY MAIL
GCN .
Reserved Bi', WM, 45, 5'1 0" , 165, seeks Catalogue of 585 titles from the largest
GWM 35-45 for honest loving and what lesbian I gay liberation bookstore . Send
Gay white female, early 50's , desires to
meet other gay white female for lasting
follows and frie.ndship. Tell me the way 25c to-Lambd"a Rising, 1724 20th St.
relationship. Lots of love for right
you love it in letter and be honest. ·Nw #G, Washington, D.C. 20009.
woman. Box 3i4.
Lowell area. GCN, Box 393 .
FOCUS
HOUSEMATE WANTED
A Journal for lesbians, put out by
GWM, 30,150 lbs., wants to meet GWM
Semi-impotent lesbianistic type trans- Boston DOB. New , exciting format. 60c
18-30 from Boston-Dedham area for
vestite wants feminine female to share sam pie copy , $6.00 for 1 year. Send
friendship, fun .& more. GCN Box 379.
check to DOB, 419 Boylston St. , Rm .
country home. Want love, tenderness,
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
understanding. Will give same. Want to - 323. Bosto:i , MA 02116.
AND
build lasting relationship. Write Drawer
TEAM. MAIL ORDER HOUSE
A., Ayer, 'VIA 01432.
Publisher of fine magazines and mail
WE'LL GIVE YOU THE NEWS
order products . Write today for free
Subscribz now to GCN and you'll get
Gay Pride Week is here, and everybody
catalog to : TEAM , 883 Geary St. , San
the news hot off the presses along with
building
help
need
We
parade.
a
loves
Francisco CA 94102 .
Gay
fabulous features and curious classiof
years
200
floats to celebrate
Newsletter . Free Sample .
Transvestite
782,
Dappletree
Darius
Call
keep
history.
and
fieds to keep you inform·ed
Has Articles , Photos , Personals and
n310.
you interested .
~ parade needs a band. If you can play , Unusual Offers . Write : Empathy , Box
12466 , Seattle , Wash . 98111 .
GAY WHITE FEMALES ONLY
(?) a band instrument and are marching
Passive, white transvestite, submisi,n the parade , please contact Darius
WIN MAGAZINE
sive, with lesbianistic ways seeks
IDappletree . 782-6310.
Peace and freedom through non-violen t
GWF Is for complete servitude or
action . ·subscription : $?/year. WIN ,
whatever? Expect no reciprocation.
Box 547 , Rifton ! N.Y.12471.
GCN reserves the right to reject
POSITIVELY NO Bl FEMALES OR
advertising which may result in legal
· · PEACEWORK .
MEN. Send detailed letter to: Lois , Box
action.
Nonviolent social change news report63, Boston , MA 02137.
ed in · lively monthly New England
newsletter. Subscription $3 , sample
copy free . Peacework , 48 Inman St. ,
Cambridge , MA .02139
MAJORITY REPORT
pubFeminist News For Women
lished every other week. Subscr. $5 .001
If you wish to pick up your mail at the GCN office: Our
Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior to Sunday
year. 74 Grove St. , NYC 10014 .
hours are: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. , Monday through Wednesday;
publication).
I0 a. m. to9p .m., Thursday; !0a.m. to6,p.m. , Friday and
All ads must be paid in advance. No ads accepted by phone.
Saturday; and 4 p.m . to 8 p.m., Sunday.
Make check or money order payable to Gay Conimunity
News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 02108.
Since we serve all New England, please include your area
Please circle one of the following ad categories:
code if your ad includes a phone number.
INSTRUCTION
FOR SALE
APARTMENTS
PEN.PALS
JOBS WANTED
JOBS OFFERED
RESORTS
PERSONALS
PUERTO RICO-VIRGIN ISLANDS
ORGANIZAT IONS
each
;
Non-business: $2.00 for 4 lines (35 characters per line)
ALL NEW 1975 GUIDE
ROOMMATES SERVICES WANTED
RIDES
additional line 25 cents. Headlines are 50 cents for 25
PUBLICATIONS
,"I NEW conc ept in guides . Accept s no
LOST & FOUND
MISCELL.
characters.
ad s ; compl et ely unbiased! Up-to-date ,
no c losed places lis ted . The guide to
Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a busiHeadline~_ _ _ _ at $ .. ... .per wee k $ - - - buy BEFORE YOU COME : what to bring '
ness): $3 .00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters per line)
and wh at not to! Pri ces, guest houses ,
_
_
_
_
$
week
$---l)er
alt
_
_
words
30
First
and 50 cents for each additional line. Headlines are $1.00
hotels , bars , restaurants, show s , active
for 25 characters .
Each add 'l 15 words at $-1>er week _$ _ _ __
places, and beaches . Historical spots ,
tours , car rentals, flight info, plus
$ _ _ __
Pick-Up Box No. at $1.00/p weeks
language primer & much more . Rush
Box Numbers:
Forward Bo x No . at $2.00/6 weeks $ - - - $3. Sunny Shores , Bo x 9141-G , Sanare available at $1.00 for 6 w.eeks if you pick up your mail.
tvrce , PR 00907
I f, however, you wish your mail forwarcled, the rate is
Extra Forwardings a t 50¢ltime.... . .. $ _ _ __
$2 .00 for 6 weeks. Mail is forwarded at the end of the 3rd
Martha's Vineyard Island
and 6th weeks. If you want mail forwarded more often,
GuElst House : Mixed, discriminating
please include 50 cents above the $2 .00 charge for each
TOT AL ENCLOSED ............... .......... $ _ _ __
clientele; pool. Write for reservations :
additional time you want it forwarded .
"High Haven", P.O . Box 289 , Vineyard
PLEASE PRINT NEATLY.
Haven , MA 02568 . Reasonable rates .
Number of weeks ad is to run ... . . . . '. . . ... . . . . . .. . .... .

classifi ed· ad order forni

Name ........................ .. ......... .. .... ............ ... .

Address ....... ............ .................. ............... .

City .. ... .................................. State ........... .

Zip ........·........... Phone .... ... .. ... ................... .

III

Ohio 43140 .
I would like to meet someone to write
to, I'm 30 yrs old 5'10½", 185 lbs, hazel
eyes, brown hair. I shall be out within
two years, no where to go , nothing to
do, but get it on. Please write: John
Ingraham, P .O . Box 747, Starke, Fla.
32091.

,,.r

T~I. 523-9595

Young, Gay and Hass lea?
Call or drop in to Project Lambda, 70
Charles St., Boston (227-8587). An
advocacy program for youth (12-17 yrs.
old) who need help dealing with family,
court. school, etc. M-F, 10 am-6 om.

My

resorts

pen pals _ .

We are two gentlemen writing from a
correction institution in urgent need of
contact with queens.· in the free wcirld.
Please write Manuel Comacho, Box
81939, North Soledad or Stephen
Medina, Box 59857, North Soledad, CA
93960 .

102 Charles St., Boston, MA 02114

Photo-color pic t ures of ·Boy Scouts
worldw ide. Nice close-up views , nothing like them before! 110 different Boy
Scouts: $15.00 . 50 different Boy
Scouts: $9.50 (sent registered mail) .
Please send check or M.O . to M . G.
Mair , P.O. Box 1-14, · North Have_rhill ,
N.H 03774

I .I

I

roommates

l I

ROOMMATE
ENTERPRISES
Personal, confidential service
for gay women and men.
By Appointment Only CALL 247-4904

Open from 9-9, 7 days a week
1
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Suite.2B, 510 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, MA

BEACON HILL: Male or female roommate wanted: Own bedroom. $110 per
mo. plus ½ utilities. Call Scott at
723-8643.
Friendly , responsible Black male, 23+ ,
grad student or weekend person needed .
to share spacious 2 bedroom apt . in
Brookline with congenial professional
Black male , 30 . Attractive, safe, quiet
area near MBTA. Own sunny room.
Wood floors. Large airy living room .
Huge kitchen. Have one cat. German
Shepherd soon to arrive. Mellow neighbors. Into biking , aviation , classical
music . $115/mo . including heat and
gas. Avail. now. 734-0618.
Straight appearing male 24, seeks male
to share spacious Cambridge apt. for
$90.50 plus utilities . Available immediately. 10 minutes from Harvard and
Central Sq . I am working as a mental
health worker. Important that living
situation is built on trust. Call after 5:30
p.m. (617) 491-2197 , Melvin.

Non-sexist man wanted for household
of 3 W and 1 gay M in Central Sq.,
Camb. Semi-veg house, share chores,
meals , commitment to each other . $65
+ util. Call 354-5361. Available immed.
Apt. to share. JGWM, very large 2
bedroom, 2 bath apt. , Beacon St.,
Brookline . Rent $150.00 per month.
Call: Richard , 738-8164 after 6:30 p .m.
Community living Framingham area ,
apt. or house , idealy around Hollis St.,
gold mile or Ashland. Call Peter,
881-9885, in around 1 p .m :
M seeks room mate to share 2 bdrm,
City Sq . , apt. (Charlestown) . $55 .00
heated + ($55 security + ½ gas and
elec .). Please call 241-8357 or 426-4469.
Leave message if not home ; ask for
George.

GAYS INSURE , INVEST
Complete in surance advice and fi_nan c ia l p lanning - life , health, disability
( income prote c tion) , mutual funds ,
gold and silver from a well educated ,
succesful brother . Write P.O . Box 8279,
Boston. Mass. 02114. Give phone #.
d ighly professional , confidential . It
costs nothing to ask quections; all are
welcome.

GAY TRIPS
Mexico Charter, Aug. 2, 7 days
Mediterranean Cruise
Sept. 9, 14 days

BEACON TOURS
26 Tremont St., Boston 02108
(617) 742-1220, Linda

TYPESETTING FOR
GAY COMMUNITY
Use our facilities {phototypesetter plu.s
IBM Composer) to produce your.
booklet or publication. Good rates. (We
GROUP LIVING FOR GAYS
are GCN's typesetter.) Write GCN Box
New Community Projects is having
G9.
discuss·ion groups on issues of group
BOST01\l BAIL PROJECT
living for gay and bisexual folk on
Most people who are arrested are
Sunday , June 22 . Separate discussions
allowed bail. The rich can always pay.
for Lesbians , g·ay men, and bisexual
people . All-gay and mixed groups will · The poor often languish in dirty cells
just because they are poor . You can
be discussed. Begins at 5 p.m . with
help. Contact the Boston Bail Project,·
potl.u ck supper. For information, call
1151 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
NCP at 262-3740.
02138 ,-orcall (617) 491-1575.
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JANUS COUNSELING ASSOC.
Individual , group, and couples counseling for men and women by professionals who understand the special
issues of gay and feminist lifestyles.
Fees on sliding scale. (617)-536-3071 .

Female roommate' wanted, for Back
Bay apt. Own room, near stores,
MBTA. $85 per month. Call (617)
267-8925.
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"Be Yourself"

Fred and Ashley's

24 Boylston St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
Harvard Sauare
Tel. (617) 661-1818

,AMICI

185w.10th
NEW YORK CITY

REMOVAL
DONALD.P. WILLIAMS
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Active, unobstrusive TV group, several
years in Boston, needs new, larger
Boston area apartmeflt ne,;lr _:parking;
trolley or subway . A . .Kane, Box 161,
Cambridge, MA 02140 , -

GWM, 33, seeks a working partner with
capital for small business venture.
Open to ideas. Prefer one, like _me,
whose career has ended with the
recession, and will have to buy h_imself
a job. GCN, Box 392.

Feminist woman to manag,e working
women's rock band. Send resume to
Band, c/o Caurant, 29 Rvssell St.,
HadlE:y, MA -01_0_35 . _ _

GCN NEEDS VOLUNUl~RS

Summer blues have hit, and -our staff is
getting smaller. We need n~s writers
(preferably with some background and
especially women), volunteei:s in the ad
and circulation department ·and just
general people who can f~. -answer
phones and keep the office snuling and
not frazzled.

GCN has no control over classified

DANCIN·G

ITALIAN NIGHT
EVERY TUESDAY
PIZZA, LASAGNA
SURPRISES
10 P.M.-MIDNIGHT

NEWEST
NEW yoRK~SRUISE sAR
.
1NTIMATE

12 NOOt,1-4 A.M.

-8180

ortand
i ple
St. ,

ub.00/

Woman musicians into versatile material we need you now in order to "Get the
Show on the Road ." Need/ bassist,
drummer, guitarist. Equipment a must.
P.A. provided. Call Kathy 1-(617)-29362.80 after 5:30.
Keep On Truckin
GCN Truck Needs TLC in order to get a
sticker. It needs an emergency brake
and two tires. We need the whe1:1ls, so
any help will be appreciated. 426-4469.

Cocktails-12 noon to 6 p.m . .

Registered Electrologist
419 Boylston St.
Boston Suite 607

GCN needs help! Person needed to
distribute papers to hawkers near
Central Square. Monday mornings 77:30 a.m .

Institute for Rational Living, Martin
advertisers. We cannot assure you that
Grossack, Ph.D. , Di-rector, announces
your inquiry will be answered or that the
lectures, group workshops , and indivi. product or service is accurately pr~sentdual counseling for those in countered.
cultures and alternative lifestyles. 5361756.

Whole World Travel ,

PERMANENT HAIR

i

OTHER VOICES
needs person with stationwagon or van to
travel to Provincetown on weekends for a
small commission. · See Claire at 30
Bromfield St., Boston. Mon.-Sat.,
11 a.m.-6 p.m.

Responsible, professional GWM needs
sunny, high ceilinged apartment in
Boston or near suburb beginning late
August. Write Jerry, P.O. Box 293,
·Bedford, Ma. 01730.

MUSIC
The band that makes it - A 4-piece
dance band of the fu{lky-rock variety ..
Call Elaine at 665-7007 for bookings .

H20TOWN RAILROAD COLLECTIVE
Contrary to popular belief, the Watertown Railroad Collective is alive and
well and needs 2 roommates. Interested
women and men call Gary, Jack, or
Tony at 926-5739.

Who would have thought that Friday
nights could start with such fun! Come
help us fold and mail ~CN at 6:00.

All Drinks are 2 for 1
7 DAYS A WEEK

Contact Marion Thol-.nder at 426-4469.
Come participate in your commin,ity.

TRADE WIN-OS lNN
.12 Johnson St. Provincetown, Ma.
(:617) 487-0138
• PARKING
• Continental Br.ealdast

Serving Home Cooked

ITAllAf1f" -FOO.,lo~· ot 5 fo, Oinne-r
•

Clos~ Monday

TKE ttOUSE RESTAURANT
Yo..,H....,1 1..,,.,lo, <O

12\\ILTo., sT., Allston
::)l'Co,nb,,dyl' !lr nt- v l"lon,o,d Aw-

783-5131

.783-5701

Q~ick Gay Guid~
area ·co e
'
.
Actoles·cent male rap session :
4 p.m.-6 p.m .
227-8587
B'nai Haskal_a'2J_~a_y_:l~~is~ Gr_oup)
~135-6409
Cambridge Hotline
Center
Women's
Cambridge
354-.8 807
Charles Street Meetinghouse
523-0368
.
Assn
Charlestown Gay Neighbors'
241-8357
Civil Liberties Union of Mass .
227-9469
AM)
740
(WCAS,
· Closet Space
492-6450
Daughters of Bilitis
262-1592
Boyl1105
c/o
Dignity of Bosion,
ston St., Boston 02215
. 727-2584
Elaine Noble (Rep .)
426-9371
Gay Hotline (3-12 pm Mon-Fri)
.
Gay F:iec'reation-al
Activities Committee (GHAC)
c/o GCN, Box 8000
536-9826
f-ag Hag
267-7573
Fenway Community Health Center
. 267-1066
Fengay, c/o Tom Nylund
440-8551_.
F6rt Hill Faggots for Freedom
Gay Students Organization, c/o Student
437-2654
Federation, Rm. 152, Ell Center
482-~998
·
·
· ·
··
Golden Gays
. l
G"a°y Aca.demicffnion· of New .England' .
266-2069
PO Box 212, Boston 02101
3ay Alert (for gay community
523-0368, 267-0764
emergency only)
Gay Media Action, c/o GCN, Box 5000 ,
523-1.081
22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108
426-4469
Gay Community News
783-1627
Gay Media Action Advertising
232-6323
Gay Nurses Alliance
287-1900x2396
Gay People of UM ass/ Boston
547-1451
·
Gay Speakers Bureau
353-2790
Gay Way Radio (WBUR , 90 .9 FM)
Gay Legislation '75, PO Box 8841 ,
491-2787 , 661-9362·
JFK Sta. , Boston 02114
227-8587
ay Youth Advocates ,70 Charles St.
864-8181
ender Identity Service
536-9826
Sood Gay Poets
498-6555
Ha'rvard -Radc liffe G .S.A .
Homophile Community Health Servi~e 542-5188

.

·a-i6-1sia

Sperm-wh ale.

354-8807
Lesbian Liberation, c/o Women 's
Center
354-8807
Lesbian Mothers
354-8807
Lesbian Therapy Research Project
"Massachusetts Feminist Federal Credit Union
661-0450
186½ Hampshire St. , Cambridge
523-7664
Metropolitan Community Church
267-(}16Q
N-ationa_l Or_ga_n ization forWom_en
Northeastern Gay Students Org . ,
c/o Student Federation , Rm. 152, Ell Center
Other Fund Inc . (Gay United Fund),
426-0412 ·
'. PO Box 1997 , Boston 02105
Other Voices Bookstore,
30 Bromfield St., Boston
267--9150
Project Place
267-0764
Fr. Paul Shanley
227-8587
Project Lambda
545-0154
Peoples Gay Alliance
Transvestites /Transgenderists: France~. Craig,
P 0. Box 291 , MIT Branch , Cambridge 02139
Transvestites/Transgenderists: Ariadne Kane ,
Box 161, Cambridge 02140
Waltham-Watertown Gay·s, ·
c/o GCN, Box 7100
Women's Community Health Center ,
547-2302
Cambridge

Dignity/ Springfield, PO Box 488,
Forrest Park $ta., S~ringfield 01107
25Sc2591
~io_neer Valley Gay Union, Amherst
545-0626
Southwest Women's Center
583-3904
Springfield Gay Alliance
Valley Women 's Center, Northampton 586-2011
[area code 401]
RHODE ISLAND
Dignity/ Providence , Box 2231 ,
Pawtucket 02861
831-5184
Gay Women of Providence
Homophile Commun ity Health
274-4737
Service (Providence)
274-1693
MCC Coffee House , Providence
274-1693
MCC/ Providence , 37 Slemence St.

p,;;J~~~t,,~~~~a:'t~'if £~:

[area code 603]
NEW HAMPSHIRE
772-6636
Gay Women's Rap Group
Seacoast Area Gay Alliance ,
Box 1424, Portsmouth 03801
Women's Group, PO Box 137, Northwood, 03261
(DO NOT use "gay" on any mail to this group)
MAINE

[area code 207]

Bangor Unitarian Gay Caucus,
PO Box 1046, Bangor 04401
Brunswick Gay Women's Group,
136 Maine St . , Brunswick 04011
Gay Community Center/Gay Support
and Action, c/ o Bangor Tenants' Union,
23 Franklin St., Bangor 04401
Gay Rights Organization (GRO) ,
PO Box 4542, Portland 04114
Lambda, 7 Nanc/Rd . , Brunswick 04011
Maine Freewomen's Herald, Box 488,
Brunswick 04011
Maine Gay Indians, c/o D·eanna Franeis,
Passamaquoddy Library,
· Pleasant Point 04667
Maine Gay Task Force/MGTF Newsletter,
Box 4542, Portland 04144

1ng shown with i ts spines

remov..,J.

[area code 617)
EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
756-0730
Together/Worcester
AlcoholicPOfgnrty/Merrimack Valley,
PO Box 348, Lowell 01853
Gay Activists Alliance, c/o .Postmaster,
487-3393,
General Delivery , Provincetown
487-3~44 , 487-32~4
Homophile Union of Montachusett ,
PO Box 262, Fitchburg 01420
756-073(
MCC/.Worcester
Province\own 24-Hour Drop-In Center 487-0387
Provincetown Homophi le Assistance
· League, Box 674 , Provincetown 02657
999-107C
New Bedford Women 's Clinic
Salem Gay Hotline .. 8-10 pm (Tues Only)
745-0594
892:911 J.
Worc ester Ho·moph il e Organiza-tion
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS .
Amherst Gay Hotline (men & women) 545-0154
Everywor'nen 's Cen ter , Amherst
545:Q883
Gayt:i·reak Radio· (WMUA-FM 91 .9)
545-2876
Wo11;en 's C<;u~s , ~m_herst
545-3438

pay

[area code 802]
VERMONT
Counseling for Gay Women & Men,
c/o Vt. Women's Health Center,
158 Bank St. , Burlington 05401
863-1386
Counse ling for Gay Women & Men
862-7770 , 863-3237
Vermont Gc}y Women
862-5504
Women's Switchboard
[area code 203]
CONNECTICUT
889-7530
East Conn . Gay Alliance, Norwich
George W . Henry Foundation,
522-2646
Hartford
522-5575, 523-9837
Hartford Gay Counseling
522-5575 , 523-9837
MCC / Hartford
'
'nstitute of Socfal Et-hies/ National
Gay Archives, 1 Gold St. ,
547-1281
Suite 22B , Hartford 06103
568-2656
Kalos/Gay Lib eration , Hartford
522-5575
. ..
...
MCC/ Hart.fo.rd ···
The Churcti of Th e
527-5612
Eternal Fla m e Uni ve rsal
We sleyan Gay ·Alli ance, c/o Wes leyan
Women 's Cente r, Wes leyan Sta. ,
Middletown 06457

NEW YORK ·CITY
·Gay Activities. Alliance, P .0 . Box 2, Village
966-7870
Sta . 10014
.
Gay Media Coalition ,' Box2f8 ,
Ansonia Station 10023
Gay tvfen's Health Project ,
691•6969
247 W. 1 Uh St.
- 924:4036
Gay Switchboard Lesbian Feminist'Liberation,
c/o Women's Center,
691-5460
243 W. 20th St.
- 741~~lQ
Lesbian Switchboard
National Gay Task Force,
741 -1010
80 Fifth Ave., Rm . 506
-Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop,
255-80~7
15-Ch ristophe r'St .
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Coming ... June 10 thru
lOtues
Organization meeting and .volunteer
intervi~wing for Other Voices volunteers. 30 Bro~field St., Boston at 7:30
pm.

15sun
Hiking and a Cookout' a•t the Middlesex· Fells Reservation, just north of
Boston. Meet in front of the Charles
St. Meetinghouse, 70 Charles St., at 9
am. Bring whatever you wish to eat;
fireplaces will be available. People who
can provide transportation are urged to
call ... 241-8357 or 426-4469 ask for
George or leave a message. There will
be~ $1.00 donation to cover expenses. ·
Spi;:,nsored by the Gay Recreational
Activities Committee.
Kay Gardner, formerly of Lavender
Jane, talented composer, flutist, autoharpist, guitarist and vocalist,, will
present "The Woman's Music" she
has created, tonight at Bread and
Roses Restaurant, 134 Hampshire Si.,
Cambridge. Donation is $2.00, all
profits to go toward creating Calliope,
a women's coffeehouse in the Boston
area.

Springfield will hold an MCC Gay
Pride Service at.the Unitarian Church,
Springfield, MA, this afternoon, with
.a picnic to follow. For time and place
please call 583-3904.
Salvatore Farinella (The Orange Telephone) and Charley Shively (Nuestra
Senora de los Dolores), poetry reading
and publication party at Stone Soup
Gallery, 313 Cambridge St., Boston,
8:30 pm. ,

17 toes
Rap on sexuality sponsored by the
Metropolitan Community Church of
Boston, 8 pm in the Old West Church,
131 Cambridge St., Boston. Guest
resource person is Dr. Max Stackhouse, · professor of Christian Social
Ethics at Andover-Newton Theological
Seminary. Topic is "Homosexuality in
a Heterosexual Society.''

llwed

Catch-44- Gay Pride Week discussi'on,
visuals, and music this evening at 9 pm
on Channel 44. Guests will include
Donna Price, Darius Dappletree, Ann
Martin, Jo·ey Alreu and Ellen B. Davis.

--

Each Wednesday at 4 pm tliere will be
a gay male youth rap group open to
any male under ' 18. For further
information call 227-8587. To be held
at the Charles St. Meetinghouse, · 70
Charles St., Boston.
·

-~ : .
,'
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22sun
Maxine Feldman, dynamic singer and
musician, will perform her rarelyheard-in-Boston music at 8:30 pm, at.
Bread and Roses Restaurant, 134
Hampshire, Cambridge. Donation is
$2.00, all profits to go toward creating
Calliope, a women's coffeehouse in the
Boston area.

12thur
Jade and Sarsaparilla -Cabaret at the
Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton St.,
Boston. Performances will ·be given
June 12, 14 and 19-21, Thurday at 10
pm, Friday and Saturday at 11 pm.

14sat

All New England MCC worship service
in Worcester MA, at 7 pm, following
Worcester's first Gay Pride Parade.
For more information call (1) 7560730.

Leg~I-In-Service Project (LISP) is
sponsoring a show of support rally for
the women being discharged at Ft.
Devens for homosexuality. The demonstration will be held at Ft. Devens,
Ayer, Mass., beginning at 10 am. A
bus will leave from L.I.S.P : at 9 am.
Please call 262-1431 to make a reservation. Those taking the bus will be asked ·
for a $2.00 donation.

G.C.N. Birthday Celebration! Featur- ·
ing Jade and Sarsaparilla, The Next
Move Theatre, and Margo, at 2 p.m. at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
St., Boston. Donation $2.50. All
proceeds will help G.C.N. start off its
third year of growth. Stay tuned for
further information.

. .=~,\~~~--\,,:,.~.'.
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Open meeting to reactivate Boston Gay
Youth. All females and males under 18
are welcome to attend. Tentative
emphasis of the group will be on
planning social activities. 1 pm at the
Project Lambda, 70 · Charles St.,
Boston.

everyweek
MONDAYS

·10:00 am-Gay News, WCAS , 740 AM .
5:30 pm~Women 's Community Health Center
open house, 137 Hampshire St., Cambridge .
7.30 pm-DOB Lesbian Mothers Rap , 419 Boylston St ., Rm . 323 .
7:30 pm-Gay Women's Rap , Exeter, N.H . (603}
772-6636.
8:00 pm-Lesbian Rap at Women 's Center, 215
Park St., N .H . .

Please submit calendar items to
Calendar Editor, GCN, noon on
Tuesday prior to the date of
publication.

6:30-8:30 pm-Gay Health Night at Fenway
Community Health Center, 267-7573.
7:00 pm-Liberation Rap Group (6171 756-0730 . .
7 prn-Women;s Rap, 63 Chapin
Providence
7 pm-Open Rap, 37 Clemence St. , Providence
7:30. pm-Waltham-Watertown ·Gays : meet.and
sup (2nd and 4th Wednesdays) , Bo x 7100,
c/o GCN.
8 :30 pm-Alcoholics Togethe·r, St. John of the
Evangelist Church , 33 Bowdoin St. , Boston .
10:15 pm-"Gaybreak Radio, " on WMUA-FM ,
91 .1 me . (1st and 3rd Wednesdays)

·sr.

8:00 pm-KALOS, Hartford , CT , 568-2656
FRIDAYS
•
.
.
·7:00 pm-Alcoholics - Together, Worce.ster,
756-0730 , 754-7817 .
•
·7 :00 pm-Golden Gays, social meeting, Charles
Street Meetinghouse Coffee Shop.
7:30 pm-MCC/Providence Health Clinic , 37
Clemence St . , Providence, R.I.
7 :30 ·pm..:"Somewhere" Coffee Ho"use , MCC/
Hartford . 11 Amity St: Live entertainment.
8:3cJ pm-B'nai Haskafah, Old. West ·church .
131 Cambridge St. , Boston.

8:30 pm-Alcoholics Together~ M.CC/Prov . , 37
Cl(:lmence St. ,' Providence
8:30 pm-Hartford Gay Alcoholics Group ( 203)
522-2646.
TUESbAYS .
7:00 prn-Lesbian Therapy Research Project
. 'lv?.:i:ien_'s ~ente_r!. ±6 Pleasant St. , Cambridge'.
7 pm-f>ot Luck Supper, MCC/ProV:, 37 Clemence St., Providence
1':30 pm--'-DOB"Women's Rap-, 4nrBoylston sr.;
Rm. 323
8:00 pm-Springfield Gay Alliance, 1st and 3rd
Tuesdays, First Unitarian Church, 245 Porter
Lake Drive, Springfield.
8:00 pm-Rap on sexuality, MCC/Boston, 131
Cambridge St., Boston ·(except 1st Tuesday).
8:00 pm-Gay Way Radio, WBUR 90 .9 FM. ' .
ECfNESDAVS "
~~ ,p_m-Pro,vincetown Drop-In Ce.n)er ha~ ·
hese hours especially for gay problems . .
o e in or call'. Sf!A Quick Gav Guide .

,.~,

-~ i
THURSDAYS
7:00 pm-Gay Support and Action Group, Bangor, Maine .
7:00 pm-Gay Alcoholics, ·s1. Vincents Ho.sp1' tal, Worcester. ·
;' 7::30.pm-Pione~/Valley Gay Union, basement
meeting rms . , Grace Church/Amherst.
8;00 pm.:....Health Clinic, Fitchburg, MA, Burbank Hospital
8:00 pm...:DOB ~ap for Older Women, 419 Boyl ston St., Rm. 323, Boston.
8 :00 pm-Lesbian Liberation meeting, Women's
• . Center, 46 _Pleas~nt SL, _Cambridge. ·

►~

SATURDAYS
2 pin-Gay Soccer, 241"-8357
3:0Ci pm-WorcesterGay Union Radio , wcuw,
91 .3 FM . .
8:00 pm-Gay Support and Action, dance at 23
Franklin St . , Bangor, Maine.
8:00 pm-East Conn. Gay Alliance, 889-7530.
i3 :ob pm-Mcc1Haritord ·orop:rn· ~enter. 11
A'.11ity St.
SUNDAYS
10:30 am-Closet Space, WCAS, 740 AM
2-4 pm-Gay Women of Providence rap, etc .,
942-2094 .

~Qui~ Gay Guide ...see. page 15 _
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18wed

2:00 pm-Gay volleyball. Call 241-8357.
2:30 pm- "Gay A's" Alcoholics rap, Pld West
Church, 131 Cambridge St., Boston. .
· 3 pm- The Church of the Eternal Flame Univer-·
sal , 320 Farmington Ave. , Apt. A-6, Hartford ,
4:00 pm-Dignity Rap Group (except first Sun-·
· day of every month when it will follow Dignity ·
meeting at 3 pm) , St. Clements Church, 1101
Boylston St., Boston:
4:00 pm-MCC/Worcester services at Central
Congregational Church, 6 Institute Rd . , Worcester.
4-6 pm-Gay Womens Group of Providence rap •
(401) 831-5184 .
5:30 pm-Exodu·s Mass , St. Clements Church ,
1105 Boylston St. , Bo.ston .
6:30 pm-Gay Church Services , 23 Franklin St
Bango.r, Maine.
7 pm-MCC/Prov. Public Worship·, 37 Clem-·
ence St., Prpvipence
.. .
.
• ..
i' :00 pm - MCC/Boston , worship and fellowship , Old West Church, 131 Cambridge St. ,
:t3oston.
. .
7:00 pm-"Burlington After Dark, · Qi-weekly
radio show , WRUV-FM , 90.1 MHz .
7:30 pm-MC;C/Hart.ford , 11 Amtty St. , H·art~·
ford , Conri':
!3 :00 pm·-Worcester Hornophtle Organization
(formerly W .G .U.) , 892-9113 for meeting
place .

